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Abstract
In [7], the authors established a method of determining the structure of the 2- 
Sylow subgroup of the tame kernel (O) for certain quadratic number fields. 
Specifically, the 4-rank for these fields was characterized in terms of positive def­
inite binary quadratic forms. Numerical calculations led to questions concerning 
possible density results of the 4-rank of tame kernels. In this thesis, we succeed in 
giving affirmative answers to these questions.
iv
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Introduction
In 1637, Pierre de Fermat claimed the equation
xn +  yn =  zn
had no nonzero integral solutions for n > 2. The search for a proof of this claim 
has inspired mathematicians and greatly contributed to the development of number 
theory. To understand this development, let us briefly retrace part of this search.
For n =  3, Euler gave an incomplete proof in 1770 which was later completed 
without difficulty. Gauss gave another proof using properties of the number field 
Q (\/—3). Fermat himself proved the n =  4 case using the method of infinite 
descent. In 1825 Dirichlet attempted to prove the n = 5 case, but as Legendre 
noted the proof was incomplete. Dirichlet completed his proof in 1828. The next 
case of interest was n  =  7. Lame handled it in 1839. He then presented in 1847 
what he thought was a solution for all n. The difficulty with Lame’s approach, 
as Liouville noted, was that he assumed the property that the “integers” of the 
cyclotomic field Q(Cp)> p an odd prime, have unique factorization into irreducible 
elements. Kummer actually knew in 1844 that unique factorization need not hold 
for Q(Cp) (e.g. p  =  23). Once he realized this, he pursued concepts which would 
“save” unique factorization. We note that Lame’s difficulty is more generally due 
to the fact that one may not have unique prime element decomposition in the ring
1
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of integers for a given number field. In a letter from Kummer to Liouville in 1847, 
he states [48] “it is possible to rescue it [Fermat’s Last Theorem], by introducing 
a new kind of complex numbers, which I have called ideal complex number.”
This idea of “ideal complex numbers” matches the modern term “ideal” , a 
notion introduced by Dedekind, see discussion in [58]. Dedekind [12] and Hilbert 
[24] separately “restored” unique factorization by proving that an ideal in the ring 
of integers of an algebraic number field can be factored uniquely as a product of 
prime ideals. So we have unique prime ideal decomposition. How close are we from 
unique prime element decomposition? How can we “measure” such a difference? 
In order to do this, we introduce for any number field F and its ring of integers 
Op, the ideal class g roup  of F, denoted C(F).
Let J be the group of nonzero fractional C^-ideals and H the subgroup of 
nonzero principal fractional CV-ideals. Then C(F) is the quotient group J /H . 
C(F) is trivial if and only if Of is a principal ideal domain (PID) and thus we 
have unique prime element decomposition. For any number field F, C(F) is a finite 
abelian group. The number of elements in C(F) is the class n u m b er of F, denoted 
h(F). It is a classical problem to investigate the structure and order of the ideal 
class group.
Gauss knew for d < 0 and squarefree that there are at least nine fields <Q(y/d) 
with class number 1. Heilbronn and Linfoot [23] in 1934 showed that the class 
number is 1 for at most one more such d. It was finally proved that there are 
only nine such fields with class number 1, first by Heegner [22] in 1952, then 
independently by Baker [1] and Stark [51] in 1966. All number fields with class 
number 2 were characterized by Carlitz [6].
To understand the structure of the ideal class group for a quadratic number 
field, it is important to determine the structure of its 2-Sylow subgroup. As the 
ideal class group C(F) of F is a finite abelian group, it is a product of cyclic groups
2
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of prime power order. The 2 -ran k  of C(F) is the number of cyclic factors of order 
divisible by 2. Similarly, the 4 -ran k  of C(F) is the number of cyclic factors of 
order divisible by 4. We note that these notions of 2-rank and 4-rank hold for any 
finite abelian group. Using quadratic forms, Gauss proved that the 2-rank of the 
(narrow) ideal class group of F is t  — 1 where t is the number of distinct prime 
divisors of the discriminant of F. As a consequence, the 2-rank of C(F) equals t — 2 
if F is real quadratic and -1 is not a norm from F, and t  — 1 otherwise.
Much work has been done concerning 4-ranks of (narrow) ideal class groups. 
In the 1930’s, Redei and Reichardt proved several important results in terms of 
ranks of matrices over F2, see [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], and [47]. Recent work has 
also been done by Lagarias [32] and Gerth [17], [18], and [19]. At LSU, results 
have been obtained by Conner and Hurrelbrink. Now we could ask “how often” do 
specific 2-ranks occur for certain quadratic number fields? Similarly, “how often” 
do specific 4-ranks occur for certain quadratic number fields? In order to discuss 
these questions further, we introduce the concept of units in rings of integers.
For a number field F and its ring of integers O f , the u n its  of Op are the 
elements u €  O f  such that there exists x  6  Op with ux  =  1. The units form 
a multiplicative group, denoted 0*F. Consider the quadratic number field F  =  
Q (\fd), d G Z, squarefree, and its ring of integers Op- For an imaginary quadratic 
number field F, we have
P ro p o sitio n  0.1. I fd  < 0 and squarefree, then
(i) For d =  —1, Op = {±1, ±i}
(ii) For d =  —3, Op =  { ± 1, ±u;, ±cj2} where u  =  ~1+V~3.
(Hi) For d < —3 or d = —2, 0*F =  {±1}
Determining Op in the case of a real quadratic field F relies on the fact that
3
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the Pell equation
x2 — dy2 =  ±1
has a solution in nonzero integers x, y. Using this result, one obtains
P ro p o sitio n  0 .2 . I f  O f is the ring of integers in F  = Q (y/d), d > 0 and square- 
free, then there exists a unit e > 1 such that every unit of O f is of the form ±em, 
m  6  Z.
The unique unit c is called the fu n d am en ta l u n it of Q (\/d). For a real 
quadratic field F, Dirichlet related the class number h(F) and the fundamental unit 
of F. Propositions 0.1 and 0.2 are very special cases of Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem 
which gives the structure of the group of units in a number field.
Let us now return to the previously asked questions: W hat about “densities” 
and 2-ranks of ideal class groups? Morton [38] has proven density results relating 
2-ranks and the fundamental unit of certain quadratic number fields. Now what 
about “densities” and 4-ranks of ideal class groups? For motivation let us consider 
the following example.
E xam ple  0.3. Let p be a prime. The structure of the 2-Sylow subgroup of the 
ideal class group of the real quadratic fields Q(>/2p) is given by:
p  =  2 : {1}
p =  3 ,7  mod 8 : {1} 
p =  1 mod 8 : C-i i fp  ^  x2 + 32y2 for all r , j / € Z
: C# urith j  > 2 if p = x2 + 32y2 for some i , y 6 Z 
p =  5 mod 8 : C%.
By Theorem 21.6 in [9], the sets {p =  1 mod 8 : p ^  x2 + 32y2 Vx, y  6  Z} 
and {p =  1 mod 8 : p =  x2 +  32y2 for some x, y  €  Z} each have a density £ in
4
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the set of primes p  =  1 mod 8. By Dirichlet’s Theorem on primes in arithmetic 
progressions, the subsets
{p : the ideal class group of Q(y/2p) has 4-rank 0}
{p : the ideal class group of Q( \/2p) has 4-rank 1}
have densities j  +  j  +  g +  j  =  |  and £ respectively in the set of all primes p.
To motivate further let us consider real quadratic number fields F  = Q (\/D ) 
whose discriminiants D have no prime divisors congruent to 3 modulo 4. We 
can associate to the fields Q(y/D) a certain graph. The density of the set of 
graphs corresponding to these fields with 4-rank C(F) =  0 is approximately 41.9%. 
This result is related to work dating back to Redei and more recently by Conner 
and Hurrelbrink [27]. Conjectures involving these fields F and densities can also 
be found in [52]. Let us now consider a natural analog of the density questions 
concerning ideal class groups and groups of units of rings of integers.
In the 1960’s and 1970’s, relationships between algebraic K-theory and number 
theory were intensely studied. For number fields F and their rings of integers Of , 
the K-groups Ko(Op), Ki(Op), K 2(Op), ■ ■ • were a  main focus of attention. From 
[37] we have
K 0(Of ) S Z x  C{F) 
where C(F) is the ideal class group of F, and
K x{Of ) S  0'F,
the group of units of Op.
For the group K 2(Op), no general structure theorem yet exists. What can we
5
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say in general about AT2(C?f)? Garland and Quillen in [15] and [41] showed that 
K 2(O f)  is finite. A conjecture of Birch and Tate connects the order of K 2(QF) 
and the value of the zeta function of F at —1 when F is a totally real number field. 
Now, what about the structure of K 2{Of )? So far we must rely on specific families 
of fields to give us insight. A starting point for investigating this problem is the 
following.
We are interested in the 4-rank of K 2(0 )  for the quadratic number fields 
Q(vW > Q(\/2p7), Q ( \/-p /) ,  Q (y/-2pl)  for primes p =  7 mod 8, I =  1 mod 8 
with (£) = 1 .  In [7], the authors established a method of determining the 4-rank 
of K 2(0 )  for these fields by checking at most two positive definite binary quadratic 
forms. In order to study densities of 4-ranks, we fix a prime p = 7 mod 8 and con­
sider the set Q =  {/ prime : / =  1 mod 8, (£) =  1}. In this thesis, we prove for 
the fields Q{y/pl), Q (\/2pi), 4-rank 1 and 2 each appear with natural density |  in 
fl. For the fields Q {\/— pi), Q (y/—2pl), we prove 4-rank 0 and 1 each appear with 
natural density |  in Q. We then form tuples of 4-ranks and prove that each of the 
eight possible tuples of 4-ranks appear with natural density |  in ft.
In chapter 1, we collect the main tools which are necessary to prove our re­
sults. These tools involve Legendre symbols, Artin symbols, primes which split 
completely, unramified primes, natural densities, and the Chebotarev Density The­
orem.
In chapter 2, we provide information about the object K 2(0 )  and its structure, 
in particular the 4-rank.
In chapter 3, we construct certain finite extensions of Q which, via the ideas in 
chapters 1 and 2, lead us to our density results. In Appendices 1 and 2, we include 
our tables which suggested density results and present the program that we used 
for the computation of the these tables.
6
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1. Background
1.1 Tools
A n u m b er field K is a subfield of the complex numbers C which has finite degree 
over Q. Denote the degree of K over Q by [K : Q]. Given a number field K, we 
let Ok  denote the rin g  of algebraic  in tegers o f K, that is the collection of all 
a  € K  which are roots of a monic polynominal with integer coefficients. For a 
nonzero ideal a of Ok , we form the quotient ring or residue field C?/c/a and note 
that this ring is finite. Given a nonzero ideal a of Ok , we define the no rm  of a 
to be N{a) =  |<9/c/a|, that is the number of elements of (9/c/a. Note that N(a) is 
finite. In general, rings of integers are not unique factorization domains, but are 
Dedekind domains. This means that nonzero elements of Ok  do not necessarily 
have unique prime element decompositions, but nonzero ideals of O k  have a unique 
decomposition into a product of prime ideals. To clarify,
T h eo rem  1.4. I f  K  is a number field, then any nonzero ideal a in O k  can be 
written as a product
a =  p ! . . .p r
of prime ideals and the decomposition is unique up to order.
Note the p,’s are exactly the prime ideals of O k containing a. We can phrase 
this statement as “to divide is to contain” [28].
7
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We sometimes say prime for nonzero prime ideal and rational prime for a prime 
in Z. Also, the phrases “prime of K” and “nonzero prime ideal of O k ” are inter­
changed. Now we want to investigate how primes behave in finite extensions of 
number fields. Suppose K is a number field, and L is a finite extension of K. For p, 
a prime ideal of O k, we consider pO l,  an ideal of L. From Theorem 1.4, we have
pOL = % '. . .% •
where the /Vs are distinct primes of L containing p. The integer e* is called the 
ram ification  index  of p in /V It is sometimes denoted e^ |p to emphasize the 
dependence on the ideal p and prime /V
Note that we have a residue field extension O i/P i over O k /P for each prime 
Pi containing p. The degree of this extension, [0L/ P i : O k / p], written fi  or f a \p, 
is the in e rtia l degree of p in Pi. A nice relationship between the et’s, f / s ,  g, 
and the degree of L over K is the following, see [3], section 3.5 or [28], chapter 12, 
section 3.
T h eo rem  1 .5 . Let K  C L be number fields, and let p be a prime of K. I f  e, and 
fi are the ramification and inertial degrees respectively for i =  1, . . .  ,g, then
i=l
We say that a prime p of K is ram ified  in L if there exists a positive integer i 
such that ei > 1. Also, a prime p of K is in e rt in L if pO i is prime in L. We will 
mainly be concerned with Galois extensions K  C L.
T h eo rem  1 .6 . Let K  C L be a Galois extension, and let p be a prime in K. The 
Galois group Gal(L/K) acts transitively on the primes of L containing p, i.e, if  
P and 0  are primes of L containing p, then there is a a  £  G al(L /K ) such that
8
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a(fi) = 0 -
If L is a Galois extension of K, Theorem 1.5 simplies.
T heorem  1.7. Let K  C L be a Galois extension and let p be a prime in K. Then 
the primes fi\ , . . . ,  fig o f L containing p all have the same ramification index e, the 
same inertial degree f, and
efg  =  [L : K}.
E xam ple 1.8 . Let L = Q(i) and K  =  Q. Consider the rational prime 2. We 
have
20 L = <  1 +  i >2
and so e =  2, /  =  1, g = 1.
For the rational prime 3, we have
ZOL = <  3 >
and so e = 1, /  =  2, g =  1.
For the rational prime 5, we have
50 L = <  1 -  2i > <  1 +  2i >
and so e = 1, /  =  1, and g = 2.
More generally, let K  = Q and L =  Q(\/iV) for some N  ^  0,1 squarefree 
integer. As L is Galois over Q, from Theorem 1.7
e fg  =  2.
So we have the following possiblities for a rational prime p.
9
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(i) I f  e = 2, f  =  1, g =  1, then pO^ =  02 for some prime 0  in L containing p.
(ii) I f e  = l ,  f  = 2 ,g  = l, then pO i =  0 for some prime 0  in L containing p.
(Hi) I f  e =  1, /  =  1, g =  2, then pOL =  0\02 for some primes 0X, 02 in L 
containing p.
For a  Galois extension K  C L, an ideal p of K is ram ified  in L if e > 1, and 
is un ram ified  in L if e =  1. If e =  /  =  1, we say that p sp lits  com pletely  
in L. Such a p would also be unramified in L and the number of primes in the 
decomposition of pO i is [L : K\. For a prime p of K which is inert in L, g =  e =  1 
and /  =  [L : K\.
Now we consider the following question which will prove useful in Chapter 3. Is 
there a criterion for when primes are unramified or split completely in a composite 
field? Recall for two number fields L and M, the com posite  LM is defined as the 
smallest subfield of C containing L and M. From [35], Theorem 31, we have
T h eo rem  1.9. Let K  be a number field, and let L and M be two extensions of K. 
Fix a prime p of K. I f  p is unramified in both L and M, then p is unramified in the 
composite field LM. I f  p splits completely in both L and M, then p splits completely 
in LM.
We say L is a n o rm al extension of K if the embeddings of L in C fixing K are 
actually automorphisms of L. Given K, L number fields such that K  C L, we say 
M is the n o rm al closure of L over K if M is the smallest normal extension of K 
containing L. As a consequence of Theorem 1.9, we have
C oro lla ry  1.10. Let K  and L be number fields, K  C L and let p be a prime in 
K. I f  p is unramified or split completely in L, then the same is true in the normal 
closure M  of L over K.
Now, how can we classify primes which are ramified or split completely in a 
number field K? Let us consider quadratic number fields, that is fields of degree 2
10
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over Q. Let K  =  Q(\/iV), where N  ±  0,1 is a squarefree integer. The discrim i­
n an t dfc is given by
dK =  <
N  if N  =  1 mod 4 
4N  otherwise
For quadratic number fields, we can nicely determine their rings of integers in 
the following way:
0 K = {
Z [VN\ if N  ^  1 mod 4 
Zf1̂ ]  if N  = 1 mod 4 .
We also define the Legendre sym bol (*). If a is an integer and p an odd 
prime, then
© -
0 if p | a
1 if p /  a and x2 = a mod p is solvable for some x  G
- 1  if p X a and x2 ^  a mod p Vx 6 Z
We shall list some properties of this symbol.
P ro p o sitio n  1.11. Let a and b be integers and p an odd prime. Then
(i) a ^  = ( |) m odp
W  (? )  =  © (*)
(Hi) I f  a = b m odp, then (^) =  (^).
Now we may state a classical law formulated by Euler and Legendre. As Gauss 
was the first to give a complete proof, he called it the Theorem Aureum or golden 
theorem.
11
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Theorem 1.12. (Law of Quadratic Reciprocity) Let p and q be odd primes. Then
We can now describe the primes of K.
P ro p o sitio n  1.13. Let p be an odd prime in Z and K  a quadratic field of dis­
criminant die- Then
(i) I f  (^-) =  0, then pOf< =  p2 for some prime ideal p of O k  ( i.c p  ramifies in K).
(ii) I f  (^-) =  1, then pO k  =  PP* for some prime ideals p ^  p o f O k ( is . p splits 
completely in K).
(Hi) I f  ( ^ )  =  —1, then pO k is prime in O k ( is . p is inert in K).
E xam ple 1.14. Let N  = —163 and consider K  =  Q ( \/—163). Since N  =  1 mod 
4, d/c =  —163. Every odd rational prime p ^  163 is unramified in K  as p f  — 163. 
Thus part (i) in Propositon 1.13 does not occur. Let its realize parts (ii) and (Hi). 
For the rational prime p =  167, we have
M  = ( z l )  -  (HZ') = f - L i  =  i.
V 167 /  \1 6 7 / \1 6 7 / \167/  V163^ V163/
Thus
1670* =  pp
for some primes p ^ p '  in K.
For the rational prime 3, we have
Thus 3Ok  is prime in O k -
As a historical note, N  =  —163 was chosen as it relates to Gauss’ class number
12
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M  problem, which aims to classify all imaginary quadratic fields with class number 
M. For K  = Q i'/N ) , N  < 0, squarefree, Stark proved in 1966 that h(K ) =  1 
happens for exactly nine fields, i.e,
h(K ) = l  i f  and only i f  N  = - 1, - 2, -3 ,  - 7 ,  - 11, -1 9 , -4 3 , -6 7 , -163.
Recent work by Mark Watkins [57] allows one to handle all M  < 16.
So we have related the decomposition of an ideal in a quadratic number field 
and the Legendre symbol. Let us note that there exists a general procedure for 
determining how a given rational prime decomposes in a given number field. VVe 
now discuss the relationship between primes and another symbol, the A rtin  sym ­
bol. To do this we introduce two important groups. Let K  C L  be Galois and let
0 be a prime of L.
D efinition  1.15. The decom position  group is the group
Dp =  {a 6  Gal{L]K) : a{0) =  0 ).
D efinition 1.16. The in e r tia  group is the group
Ip =  {a  6  G al(L /K ) : cr(a) =  a  mod 0 , Va € O l }.
I llu s tra tio n  1.17. Let K  =  Q and L =  Q(y/N) where N  #  0,1 is a squarefree 
integer. Let p be a rational prime which ramifies in L. Then
vQ l =  P2
where 0  = <  2, \ /N  > is a prime of L. We have Gal(L/K) = {<ti,<j2} where
01 =  id : \ /N  -¥ y /N  and o-i : y/N  —> —\/N . Clearly G\ €  Dp. Also <72 € Dp as
13
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for a  = 2x + yy /N  G< 2, y/N  > with x, y  G Z, we have
a2(a) =  2x — yy/N
= 2x + { - y ) \ /N  G< 2, ViV >  .
Thus \Dp\ =  2. Now of course <7\ G Is- To see that cr2 € Is, let a  G Q l = Z [y/N] 
(for N  =  2,3 mod 4J and so a  =  a +  6>/iV where a, b G Z. Then
02(a) =  a -  &ViV
=  a +  6-v/N mod < 2, y/N  >
as a -  by/N  -  (a +  6\/]V) =  -2by/~N G< 2, \/iV > . Similarly i f  a  € Ql = Z[i±j ^ j  
(for N  =  1 mod 4 /  tfence |/^| =  2.
R em ark  1.18. If a  G Is, then <r(a) =  a  mod (3, Va G C?£,. In particular, 
cr(a) =  0 mod 0  for a  =  0 mod 0. Thus a(0) = 0 , that is a  G Ds and so Is  C Ds- 
Also an element a  G Ds induces an automorphism a  of O l/0 -  To see this, we first 
note that every element a  G GaI(L/K) restricts to an automorphism of Q l - Now, 
if a  G Ds, then the induced map Q l -* O l /0  has kernel 0. By the l 5t Isomor­
phism Theorem, we have an automorphism a  of O l/0 -  Since a  G Ds fixes K and 
thus O k, a  fixes OkJP- If G denotes the Galois group of O l(0  over Ok/P, then 
a  G G. Note we have a homomorphism $ :  Ds —► G defined by a  •-> a. We see ker 
#  =  Is  as 7  G ker $  if and only if ^ ( 7 ) =  M q  if and only if 7 (a) =  a  mod 0  for 
all a  G Q l  if and only if 7 G Is-
We further describe Is, Ds, and $  in the following, compare Prop 5.10 [10] or 
Theorem 28 [35].
P ro p o s itio n  1.19. Let Ds, Is, and G be as above. Then
(i) The homomorphism V : Ds G is surjective. Thus D s/Is  — G.
(ii) \I0\ =  eflp and \D0\ =  e0\vfs\v-
14
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It is well known that G is a cyclic group as it is a  Galois group of a finite 
extension of a finite field. Hence from Proposition 1.19, Dp/Ip is a cyclic group. 
Now that we have discussed the decomposition and inertia groups, we use the 
following lemma, to introduce the Artin symbol. Since this lemma is of great 
interest, we will state the proof.
L em m a 1.20. Let K  C L be a Galois extension, and let p be a prime of O k 
which is unramified in L. I f  fi is a prime of O i containing p, then there is a 
unique element a  € G al(L/K ) such that
<t(q) =  a N^  mod fi , Vq 6 Oj,
where N (p) =  \ O k / p \ is the norm of p .
Proof. We follow [10]. Let Dp and Ip be the decomposition group and inertia 
group of fi. We have seen that a £ Dp induces an element a  6  G. Since p is 
unramified in L, \Ip\ =  1 by Propostion 1.19 part (ii). Thus by part (i) of this 
Proposition, a  ►-* a  defines an isomorphism
Dp —> G.
If Ok / p has q elements, then G is a cyclic group with generator x  i-> xq. Since 
N(p) =  q, a  satisfies the condition
a(a) = mod fi , Va € O l .
Note that any a  satisfying this condition must be in Dp and so we have uniqueness.
□
The generator x  t-> x q in the proof of Lemma 1.20 is called the F roben ius
15
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au tom orph ism . The unique element a  is called the A r t in  sym bol. This symbol 
will be denoted as it depends on 0. Now what are some important properties 
of the Artin symbol?
C orollary  1.21. Let K  C L be a Galois extension, and let p be a prime of K
which is unramified in L. Given a prime 0  of L containing p, we have
(i) I fo  e  G ol(L /K ), then (* g )  =  o ( ! f - ) o - '
(ii) The order of ( ^ r )  is the inertial degree f  =  f$\p
(Hi) p splits completely in L if  and only if  ( ^ p )  =  Idcai{L/K)-
Proof, (i) Any element in Ol can be written as r - 1(x) where x  €  O l and r  € 
G al(L/K). Thus we have
( /̂3̂ ) T~l(X) S T~l(x )q m°d 0-
Applying r ,  we obtain
r ( ~ f f ^ ) r ~ l ( r )  ~  ^  m 0 < ^  T ^ ‘
But we also have
(r(̂ y) ̂ s x<t mod T̂  ’ Vx e °L‘
So by uniqueness, =  r ( ^ ) r _ l.
(ii) Since p is unramified, the decomposition group Dp is isomorphic to G. The
Artin symbol maps to the generator of G which has order f. Thus the Artin symbol 
has order f.
(iii) Recall p splits completely in L if and only if e =  /  =  1. We are assuming 
e =  1 and so the conclusion follows from (ii). □
16
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C oro llary  1.22. Let K  C E  C L be number fields with L a Galois extension of 
K  and E  normal over K. Let fi be a prime of L containing a prime p of E which 
in turn contains a prime po in K  which is unramified in L. Then
Proof. If po is unramified in L, then p is unramified in L. Note that p is unramified 
in E. As E is normal over K, G al(EfK) is defined. Now for x  6  Ob and a € 
Gb1(L /K ), we have the following equivalence:
To see this, suppose a(x) =  xq mod p. Then a(x) — x q =  0 mod p and so 
a(x) -  x q 6  p. Since p C fi, a(x) — xq € fi which implies a{x) =  xq mod fi. 
Conversely, suppose x  6  Oe and a(x) = xq mod fi, i.e. cr(x) — xq € fi. Now as E is 
normal over K, Vct 6  Gal(L/K) we have cr|s  6 Gal(E/K) and so a{x) € E. Clearly 
xq € E  and thus a ( x ) - x q € E. So a ( x ) - x q 6 E lifi = p, i.e. a(x) = xq mod p. □
R em ark  1.23. Suppose Ei and E<i are normal over K and L is the compositum 
of Ei and E^. Let fi be a prime of L containing primes pi and p2 of E\ and E2 
respectively which in turn both contain a prime po of K which is unramified in L. 
The Artin symbols , ( ^ j^ ) » and { ^ ~ )  are defined, but they lie in different 
Galois groups. Consider the mapping
a(x) =  x q mod fi if and only if a(x) = x q mod p.
G al(L /K ) G al(E i/K )  x Gal{E2/K )
defined by
17
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This is a one to one mapping as an automorphism fixing Ei and E i would fix L. 
After identifying Gal(L/K) with its image in the direct product and using Corollary 
1.22, we have
P ro p o sitio n  1.24.
m ■ m - m
R em ark  1.25. Notice that the set { :  P is a prime of L containing p} is a con- 
jugacy class of Gal(L/K). To see this, let f t , . . . ,  0g be the primes of L containing 
p. Then
: a  e  G al(L /K )}  =  { ( ^ y )  : *  € G al(L /K )}  by Corollary 1.21
- # )  ( f ) >
since Gal(L/K) acts transitively on the primes of L containing p. We will denote 
this conjugacy class by ( ^ - )  and say this is the A rtin  sym bol of p.
Let K  =  Q, L be a Galois extension of Q, and G =  Gal(L/Q). Recall the group 
Z{G ) =  {g G G : gx =  xg, Vx G G} is the cen te r of G. Let Z(G)' denote the 
fixed field of Z(G), that is {x 6 L : a(x) =  x, Vct € Z(G )}. By the Fundamental 
Theorem of Galois Theory, we have the following one to one correspondence of 
subfields of L and subgroups of Gal(L/Q):
L {1}
I I
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Let p be a prime of Q which is unramified in L and /3 be a prime of L containing 
p. From Corollary 1.21, part (iii),
/L /Q \
1—̂ —1 =  IdGai(L/Q) if and only if p splits completely in L.
From the diagram and Remark 1.25, this statement reduces to the following. Here 
{g} denotes the conjugacy class containing one element g.
L em m a 1.26. ( ^ )  =  {p} C Z{G) for some g € Z(G) if  and only i f  p splits 
completely in Z(G)'.
Proof Let p be unramified in L /Q  and /3 a prime in L containing p. Then
=  {g} for some g € Z(G) if and only if ( ^ r )  = g if and only if =
( r? )  , = 9\Z(G)' = IdGai(Z(G)'/Q) if and only if P splits completely in Z{G)' by12(G)
Corollary 1.21, part (iii). □
Thus if we can show that rational primes are split completely in a fixed field of 
the center of a certain Galois group G, then we know the associated Artin symbol 
is a conjugacy class containing one element. Hence we may identify the Artin 
symbol with this one element and consider the symbol to be an automorphism 
which lies in Z(G). Thus determining the order of Z(G) gives us the number of 
possible choices for the Artin symbol. This lemma will play an important role in 
Chapter 3.
1.2 Densities
We will now discuss the notion of a set of rational primes having a natural density. 
The idea is that the natural density of a set of certain primes can be related to 
Artin symbols. To begin, let us consider two types of density. Throughout this 
section, |G| denotes the order of a  finite set G.
19
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D efin ition  1.27. A set S of prime numbers has D irich le t D ensity , <5(5), if
lim J ^ p es^ l
j—>1+ a.t - j p  prim e p*
exists and equals <5(5).
A more intuitive notion is the following.
D efin ition  1.28. A set S of prime numbers has N a tu ra l D en sity  A(5) if
lim |{p <  n  : p € 5}| 
n—foo |{p < n  : p prim e}|
exists and equals A(5).
If a set of primes has a natural density, then it has a Dirichlet density, and the 
two densities are equal, see [20], page 252. Note that the converse is not true in 
general. For example from [49], let S be the set of prime numbers whose leading 
digit (in the decimal system) is 1. Then S does not have a natural density, but its 
Dirichlet density is log10(2). Thus it is stronger to say that a set of prime numbers 
has a natural density, as opposed to a Dirichlet density.
For an example of a set of primes having a natural density, let us recall a famous 
theorem of Dirichlet. Denote by the number of integers x  with 1 < x < m  
and gcd(x, m) =  1. For example, 0(1837) =  1660. Dirichlet proved the following 
theorem in 1837.
T h eo rem  1.29. Let m b ea  positive integer. Then for each integer a with gcd(a, m) 
1 the set of prime numbers p with p = a mod m  has natural density ^ y .
The proof of this theorem in terms of natural density was given by De la Vallee- 
Poussin in 1896 [11].
20
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Now we relate natural densities of certain sets of prime numbers to Artin sym­
bols. This beautiful relationship is given by the Chebotarev Density Theorem 
proved in 1922.
T h eo rem  1.30. Let N  be a normal extension of <Q>, G = G al(N/Q ), q a rational 
prime unramified in N /Q , and Cg the conjugacy class of g € G. Then the set of 
rational primes q for which
(TH
IC  Ihas a natural density which is equal to
For the convience of the reader, we give suitable references of proofs. One proof 
uses Ikehara’s Tauberian theorem which yields a density for primes in given ideal 
classes. Refer to section 5 in [33] which uses techinques, in part due to Hecke [21].
Alternatively, Lagarias and Odlyzko in [31] prove two versions of the Chebo­
tarev Density Theorem, each of which involve an explicitly computable error term. 
One version assumes the truth of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis and the 
other holds unconditionally.
It is noted in [34] that modem treatments of this theorem involve class field 
theory. The original proof did not as Chebotarev’s argument relied on “crossing” 
arbitrary abelian extensions of number fields with cyclotomic extensions.
R em ark  1.31. The set of rational primes p that split completely in N  has natural 
density j^ .  To see this, let p be a rational prime unramified in N. From Corollary 
1 .2 1 , part(iii),
( N ! Q \
p splits completely in N  i f  and only i f  I ■—-— 1 =  {Idcai(N/Q) }•
Thus we are considering the conjugacy class o f the identity element and so |C9| =  1.
21
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In the next chapter, we discuss K 2{0) and relate its structure in some cases to 
natural densities.
22
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2. K 2(0)
Let R  be a ring with unity and R* its group of units. For n  G N, denote by 
GL(n, R) the group of invertible n x n  matrices over R. Let E(n, R) be the group 
generated by elementary matrices e*j(A), A € R, 1 < i, j  < n, i ^  j  where A is in 
the itfl row, j th column, there are l ’s along the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. 
We are concerned with GL(R) and E(R) which are direct limits as n —► oo of the 





\  ' )
where A  €  GL(n, R) for some n  G N, there are infinitely many l ’s along the main 
diagonal and zeros elsewhere. In 1962, Steinberg introduced the following group 
which mimics the properties of the group generated by elementary matrices.
D efin ition  2.32. The S te in b erg  g roup  St(R ) is the group given by generators 
X{j(A), A € R, i , j  G N, i ^  j ,  and relations
(i) =  Xij{\ +  7 )
23
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(ii) [x0-(A),xw(7)] =
1 i £ i ^ l , j ^ k  
xu (\y )  i f i ^ l , j  = k
Here [a, 6] =  aba~lb~l denotes the commutator of a and b. Note that an 
equivalent definition could be given for St(n , R) for n >  3. Since the elementary 
matrices ey(A) also satisfy these relations, we have a canonical homomorphism 
<t>: St(R) -» GL(R) given by A)) =  A). For example,
0 ( z  1 2 ( A ) )  =  e i 2 ( A )  =
1  A  
1
V 7
Of course, <j>(St(R)) =  E(R) c  GL(R). Now we define K 2 (R).
D efinition 2.33. K 2(R) =  ker((f>)
This tells us that K 2{R) can be viewed as the normal subgroup of St(R ) gen­
erated by all non-trivial relations between elementary matrices over R where (i) 
and (ii) are considered trivial relations.
Theorem 5.1 in [37] gives us that K 2 (R) is the center of S t(R ), whereby K 2(R) 
is an abelian group. If R is commutative, then we can describe other elements of 
K 2(R).
D efinition 2.34. Let R be a commutative ring with unity, a, 6 €  R*. Let 1012(0) =  
xi2(a)x2i(—a- 1)xi2(a), h\2 (a) — iOi2(a)iox2( - l ) .  The element {a, 6} of St(R ), 
defined by {a, 6} =  h i2 (a)hi2 (b) hi2 (a6)_1, is called a S te in b erg  sym bol with 
entries in R.
Actually a more general setting to discuss these symbols can be found in [37],
24
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Corollary 11.3 or [50]. Note that
^({a ,6}) =  4>(hi2 (a)hi2 (b)hi2 (ab) x)
=  <j>(hi2 (a))<f>(hi2{b))(f>(hi2 (ab)~l )
/  \  a fb \ \a b )  1 ^
a~l b~l ab






7  \ 7
\
Thus {a, 6} G K 2{R) for all a, b € R*.
Now what can we say about F 2(F) for F a field? How does this object relate 
to the above definition? Nicely enough from [36], we have
T heorem  2.35. F 2(F) has a presentation as an abelian group given by generators 
{a, 6} with a,b €  F* and relations:
(i) {aia2, 6} =  { a i,6}{a2, 6}, Vai,a2,f> € F*
(ii) {a,61k }  =  {o,6i}{o,62}» Vo, 61,62 € F*
(iii) {a, 1 -  a} =  1 , Va 6  F* \  {1}.
Now let F be a number field and Of  its ring of integers. To obtain an alternative 
yet equivalent definition of F 2(i?) when R  = Op, we first need the following.
D efin ition  2.36. Let p be a prime ideal of Op, v the valuation corresponding to
25
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p with residue class field O f / p - The map
tp : F* x  F* (0 F/p)*
T v(y)
(.x ,y ) ( - l ) u(l)u(!')^ )  mod p
is called the p-adic tam e  sym bol on F.
This tame symbol gives rise to a homomorphism from K 2(F) onto (O p/p)* via 
Corollary 11.3 in [37]. We denote this homomorphism by Tp : K 2F  —► (Q f/p Y • 
For a number field F, we have such a map Tp for each prime p of Op- Call 0 pTp 
the tame symbol map T  : K 2(F) -> 0 p(C?f/p)*- This map is surjective by Lemma 
13.8 in [37]. It was shown in [41] that ker T  =  K 2(Op).
D efin ition  2.37. K 2 (Op) is called the tam e  k ernel of F.
For any number field F, Garland [15] gives us further information about the 
tame kernel of F.
T h eo rem  2.38. K 2 (Op) is a finite group.
What can we say about the order of the tame kernel? Recall that F is a totally 
real number field if all of its embeddings into C are actually just embeddings into 
R. In 1970, J. Birch [2] and J. Tate [54] conjectured that
# W )  =  W F ) - f r ( - l ) |
for all totally real number fields F. Here Cf is the Dedekind zeta-function of F 
and w2 (F) is the largest integer N such that the Galois group of F (p^) over F is 
elementary abelian 2-group. This means a product (possibly empty) of non-trivial 
cyclic factors, all of order 2. Here p/v denotes the group of N th roots of unity. The
26
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Birch-Tate conjecture was confirmed up to the 2-part in [59]. Thus the 2-Sylow 
subgroup of K 2 (O f)  is of great interest.
I llu s tra tio n  2.39. ForF = Q, W2{F) =  24 andCq(—1) =  -™ . Thus # K 2 {Oq) = 
2. From chapter 10 in [37], K 2(Oq) =  C2.
To discuss the structure of the tame kernel, we introduce the following defini­
tion. Let B be a finite abelian group. Hence B is a product of cyclic groups of 
prime power order.
D efin ition  2.40. The 2J-rank , j  > 1, of B is the number of factors of B of order 
divisible by 2J.
I llu s tra tio n  2.41. Let A be a finite abelian group of order 40. Then 
A =  C2 x C4 x C5 or C2 x C2 x C2 x C5 or C8 x C5
Hence 2 -rank A = 2,3, or 1 respectively and 4-rank A =  1,0, or 1 respectively.
For any number field F, the 2-rank of if2(CV) is given by Tate’s 2-rank formula 
in [53]. Before stating it, we need some notation. The primes ideals of a ring of 
integers are called the fin ite  p rim es of the number field. In fin ite  p rim es are 
embeddings of the number field into the complex numbers. Embeddings of F into 
R are called real em beddings of F. D yadic  p rim es are the prime ideals of O f 
that contain the rational prime number 2. Note that a general number field F 
may have more than one dyadic prime ideal. Let S be the set consisting of all 
dyadic and all infinite primes of F. If we take C(F), the ideal class group of F, and 
factor out the subgroup generated by the dyadic primes of F, we form the S-class 
g roup , CS(F).
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T h eo rem  2.42. Let F  be an arbitrary number field, ri(F ) the number of real 
embeddings o f F, g2 (F) the number o f dyadic prime ideals o f F, and C S(F) the 
S-class group of F. Then
2-rank K 2{Of ) = r ^ F )  +  g2{F) -  1 +  2-rank (C S(F )).
E xam ple  2.43. Take F  = Q. Then ri(F) =  1 and g2 (F) =  1. Also C(Q) =  {1}
as Z  is a principal ideal domain. Thus 2-rank CS(F) = 0. So 2-rank K 2(Oq) =
2-rank K 2(Z ) =  1. We have seen that K 2(Z) = C2.
We consider the case where F is a quadratic number field. For quadratic number 
fields, the 2-rank formula simplifies. From [5],
T heorem  2.44. Let F  be a quadratic number field. Then
2 -rank K 2(Of ) =  <
s + t if F  is a real quadratic number field 
s + 1 — 1 i f  F  is an imaginary quadratic number field
where 2s is the number of elements in { ± 1, ± 2} which are norms from the given 
quadratic field, and t is the number of odd primes which are ramified in the given 
quadratic field.
E xam ple  2.45. Consider F  =  Q (\/2). Here the discriminant of F, denoted dp, 
is 8 . Since an odd prime p is ramified in a quadratic number field i f  and only if 
p divides dp, we see in our case t =  0. Now we count the number of elements in 
{±1, ±2} which are norms from F. Let x  =  a +  by/ 2  6  Q (\/2) where a, b E Q. 
Then
N F / q ( x )  =  a 2 -  2 b 2 .
We have —I is a norm from F  as — 1 =  ( l )2 — 2(1)2. Similarly 1 =  ( l )2 — 2(0)2, 
2 =  (2)2 — 2(1)2, and —2 =  (0)2 — 2(1)2. So 1 , 2, and -2 are also norms from
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F. Thus s = 2. I t follows 2-rank K 2 { O f )  = 2. Also from Theorem 2.42, we see 
2 -rank K 2 (Op) =  2 +  1 — 1 + 0  =  2 .
Now what about 4-ranks? In [8], Conner and Hurrelbrink investigate the +  
ranks of quadratic number fields Q(\/d) where d = p ifr  is a product of two prime 
numbers congruent to 1 modulo 8. Also in this paper, they pose a conjecture for 
the case when d is a product of an arbitrary number of primes congruent to 1 
modulo 8. They give a similar conjecture for the field Q(v/2d) where d again is 
a product of an arbitrary number of primes congruent to 1 modulo 8. These two 
conjectures were subsequently settled by Vazzana [55], [56]. In addition, Vazzana 
obtains upper and lower bounds for +  ranks of the tame kernel for any quadratic 
number field.
In [39] and [40], Qin determines the 4-ranks of the tame kernel for quadratic 
number fields whose discriminant has 3 or less odd prime divisors in terms of 
indefinite quadratic forms.
Hurrelbrink and Kolster in [26] have recently obtained, for any quadratic num­
ber field, 4-rank results in terms of matrices with Hilbert symbols as entries. This 
leads to the method in [7] of computing matrix ranks over the field F2 of 3 x 3 
matrices to determine 4-ranks. This approach is then used to characterize the +  
ranks of K 2 (Of)  for certain quadratic number fields F in terms of positive definite 
binary quadratic forms.
More precisely, Conner and Hurrelbrink determine the 4-rank of the tame kernel 
of the fields E  =  Q(y/pl), Q (\/2pi) and F  = Q {\f—pl), Q (y/—2pl) where p and I 
are primes such that p =  7 mod 8, / =  1 mod 8 with (£) =  (f) = 1 .  Let us use 
Theorem 2.44 to obtain s and t for our fields E and F.
Let us first determine s. Let x  = a +  by/d 6  Q (\/d) where a, 6 6  Q and
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d =  pi, 2pi, —pi, or —2pi Then
^QHy/d)/Q(X) ~  0,2 db2.
We have 1 is a norm from Q (\/d) as 1 =  ( l )2 -  d(0)2. Also, 2 is a norm from 
Q (\/d) as the equation 2 =  a2 — db2 is solvable, e.g.
2 =  ( l l )2 — 7 • 17(1)2 
2 =  (108)2 -  2 • 7 • 17(7)2
In general where d is a squarefree positive integer, we can see that -1 is not a 
norm from <Q>(\/-d) as the equation
is not solvable for a, 6 6 Q. So in particular, -1 is not a norm from Q {\/—pl) or
is solvable for a, b € Q. Let c be the gcd of the denominators of a and b. Multi­
plying by c we have
—1 =  a2 + db2
Q(x/—2pi). Assume -1 is a norm from Q{y/pf), i.e
—1 =  a2 — plb2
—c2 =  r 2 — pis2 or c2 +  r 2 =  pis2
where r, s € Z. Now we recall the following.
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P ro p o sitio n  2.46. Let n be a positive integer. Then n is a sum of two squares 
of integers i f  and only i f  no prime p =  3 mod 4 appears in the unique prime 
factorization of n with an odd exponent.
Since p =  7 mod 8 which implies p =  3 mod 4, Proposition 2.46 yields plr2 is 
not the sum of two squares, a contradiction. By the same argument, -1 is not a 
norm from <Q>(\/2pi).
We can see that —2 is not a norm from Q{ \ /—pl) or Q (y/—2pl) as the equations
—2 = a2 + plb2 , — 2 =  a2 +  2plb2
are not solvable for a,b 6  Q. Assume —2 is a norm from Q(\/p7), i.e
—2 =  a2 — plb2
is solvable for a,b G Q. Let c be the gcd of the denominators of a and b. Multi­
plying by c we have
—2c2 =  x2 — ply2 or 2c2 +  x2 =  ply2
where x, y € Z .  Then x2 =  —2c2 mod p. But x2 =  —2c2 mod p if and only if ( ^ - )
=  ( ^ )  =  1 if and only if
(i) (jj) =  1 and ( jj)  =  1 if and only if p =  ±1 mod 8 and p =  1 mod 4 or
(ii) (|) =  —1 and (y-) =  —1 if and only if p =  ±3 mod 8 and p  =  3 mod 4 
Since p =  7 mod 8, both (i) and (ii) lead to a contradiction. By the same
argument, —2 is not a norm from <Q>(\/2pi). Thus s =  1.
Now, let us determine t. For Q (\/pl), we have pi = 7 mod 8 which implies 
pi =  3 mod 4 and so =  4pi. Thus t — 2 .
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For Q(V-pZ), -p i  =  1 mod 8 which implies -p i  =  1 mod 4 and so =
—pi. Thus £ =  2.
For Q(v/2p7), 2pl =  6 mod 8 which implies 2pi =  2 mod 4 and so d ^^p t)  =  8pf. 
Thus £ =  2.
For Q(x/—2p7), —2pl =  2 mod 8 which implies -2pZ =  2 mod 4 and so d(j(v^5p7) =  
—8pZ. Thus £ = 2.
So for our fields E and F, we have obtained
s =  1 and £ =  2
and so
2-rank K 2 (Oe) =  3 and 2-rank K 2{Of)  =  2.
Via [4] and the discussion in [7], we have 0 < 4-rank K 2{Oe) < 2-rank K 2{Oe) 
and so
4-rank K 2 {Oe) =  1 or 2.
For our fields F, compare Proposition 5.10 in [26] and Corollary 3.8 in [39] to 
see 4-rank K 2(Op) < 2-rank K 2 (Op) and so
4-rank K 2 (Op) = 0  or 1.
Before stating the characterizations of 4-ranks in positive definite terms, we 
need the following
D efin ition  2.47. For primes p =  7 mod 8, / =  1 mod 8 with (£) =  (f) = 1, 
1C = Q (s/—2p), and h(JC) the class number of AC, we say:
1 satisfies A + if and only if I =  x 2 +  32yz for some x ,y  €  Z 
1 satisfies A~ if and only i l l  ^  x2 + 32 y2 for all x, y  6  Z
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MIC)
1 satisfies < 2,p >  if and only if I « — 2n2 +  pm2 for some n, m e  Z with 
m ^  0 mod 1
t/i*\
1 satisfies <  1 ,2p > if and only if I * =  n2 +  2pm2 for some n ,m  € Z  with 
m ^ O  mod I.
We will see why the condition m ^  0 mod I is necessary in Chapter 3. We 
can now state the main results from [7]. It should be pointed out that these 
characterizations are quite useful to us as they give information about the structure 
of the tame kernel by checking a t  m ost two positive definite binary quadratic 
forms. Let us repeat; results about the structure of a Milnor K-group, are obtained 
in terms of positive definite binary quadratic forms!
T h eo rem  2.48. Letp = 7 mod 8, I = 1 mod 8 with (0  =  (f) =  1. I f E  =  Q(>/pZ) 
then:
4-rank K 2 (Oe) = 1 i f  and only i f  I satisfies < 2,p  >  ;
4-rank K 2{Oe) = 2  i f  and only i f  I satisfies < 1 ,2 p >.
T h eo rem  2.49. Let p =  7 mod 8 , I = I mod 8 with (0  = (0  =  1. I f E  = 
Q(y/2pl) with 1 = 1 mod 16, then:
4-rank K 2 {Oe) = I i f  and only if  I satisfies < 2 ,p  > ;
4-rank K 2 (Oe) = 2  i f  and only i f  I satisfies < 1, 2p >.
I f  E  = Q(>/2pi) with 1 = 9 mod 16, then:
4-rank K 2 (Oe) = 1 i f  and only i f  I satisfies < 1, 2p > ;
4-rank K 2 (O e) = 2  i f  and only i f  I satisfies < 2 ,p > .
T h eo rem  2.50. Let p =  7 mod 8, I = 1 mod 8 with (0  — (|) =  1. I f  F  = 
Q (V~pl) then:
4-rank K 2 { O f )  = 0 i f  and only i f  I satisfies (A+ and < 2 ,p  >) or (A-  and 
< l , 2p > );
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4-rank K 2 (Op) =  1 if and only i f  I satisfies (A+ and < 1, 2p  >) or (A and
< 2  ,p > ) .
T h eo rem  2.51. Let p = 7 mod 8, I =  1 mod 8 with (1) =  (|) =  1. I f  F  = 
Q (\/—2pl) with I = 1 mod 16, then:
4-rank K 2{Op) =  0 i f  and only i f  I satisfies (A+ and < 2 ,p  >) or (A~ and
<  1, 2p > ) ;
4-rank K 2(Op) =  1 i f  and only if  I satisfies (A+ and <  1,2p >) or (A~ and
< 2,p  >)•
I f  F  =  Q (y/—2pl) with I =  9 mod 16, then:
4-rank K 2 ( O f ) =  0 if and only if  I satisfies (A+ and < 1,2p >) or (A~ and 
< 2 ,p  >);
4-rank K 2 (O f) = I i f  and only if  I satisfies (A+ and < 2,p  >) or (A-  and
< 1,2 p > ) .
The following corollary follows nicely from the four theorems above. Note that 
| | denotes the classical (archimedean) absolute value.
C oro llary  2.52. L e tE x =  Q(\/p7), E2 =  Q(^/2p7), Fx = QW ~ p l) , F2 = Q { \ / - 2pi). 
I f  1 = 1 mod 16, then
4-rank K 2{Oe1) =  4-rank K 2 (Oe2);
4-rank K 2(Opx) =  4-rank K 2(OpJ .
I f  I =  9 mod 16, then
|4-ran& K 2(Oex) - 4-rank K 2(Oe3)\ =  1;
14-ranA: K 2 (Ofx) - 4-rank K 2(Opt )\ =  1.
E xam ple  2.53. Let us illustrate Theorem 2.48. Fix p =  7 and I =  5881. 
certainly have p =  7 mod 8 and 1 =  1 mod 8. Also (^y!) =  1 as 5881 =  1 mod 7. 
le t  JS =  Q (\/7  • 5881). have 5881 =  2(33)2 +  7(23)2 and so 5881 satisfies
<  2,7 > . Thus 4 -rank K 2(O e) =  1.
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Take p =  7 and I =  2377. Once again p = 7 mod 8 and 1 = 1 mod 8. Also (p p ) 
=  1 as 2377 =  4 mod 7. Let E  = Q(V7-2Z77). Note that 2377 =  (19)2 +  2 • 7(12)2 
and so 2377 satifies < 1,2 • 7 >. Thus 4 -rank K 2(Og) =  2.
From Theorems 2.48, 2.49, 2.50, and 2.51, we can determine the 4-rank of the 
tame kernel for our fields E  =  Q(y/pl), <Q>(\/2pi), and F  = Q (\/—pt), Q (\/—2p/). 
Let
u =  4-rank K 2{Oq ^ )  , a  =  4-rank ^ 2(O q (^ i) )
p  =  4-rank K 2{ 0 ^ v ^ )) , r  =  4-rank
Note that we have v, p  =  1 or 2 while a, r  =  0 or 1. From Corollary 2.52, 
there are at most eight distinct tuples (v , p, a , r).
E xam ple 2.54. Let p =  7. The primes I =  1 mod 8 un't/i (£) =  1 are the primes
I =  1,9,25 mod 56 uia the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Here h(K) =  4 /o r
K  =  Q ( \/—14). i4// eight possible tuples (v, p, a, t ) occur. To see this, here are
the primes I that realize the indicted tuples (v, p, a, r).
1 V a T
113 1 1 0 0
193 1 1 1 1
137 2 1 1 0
233 2 1 0 1
617 1 2 1 0
457 1 2 0 1
449 2 2 0 0
2129 2 2 1 1
Let us explain for example the tuple (2,2,1,1) for the prime I = 2129. We have 
1 = 1 mod 16 and 2129 =  2T2 +  2 • 7 • 102. So I satisfies < 1 , 2 - 7  > . Thus by 
Theorem 2.48 with Theorem 2.49 or Corollary 2.52, it follows v  =  p  =  2. Also, 
2129 =  92 -t- 32 - 82, so I satisfies A+. Thus by Theorem 2.50 with Theorem 2.51 or 
Corollary 2.52, we have a  =  r  =  1.
To clarify further, let us also explain the tuple (1 ,2 ,1,0) for the prime I = 617.
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We have I =  9 mod 16 and 617 =  2 • 52 +  7 • 92. So I satisfies <  2,7 > . Thus 
by Theorem 2.48 with Theorem 2-49, we obtain v  =  1 and y  =  2. In addition, I 
satisfies A~ and so by Theorem 2.50 with Theorem 2.51, we have a  = 1 and r  =  0.
We have defined what it means for a set of prime numbers to have a natural 
density in the last chapter. In this chapter, we relate certain prime numbers to 
4-ranks, see Theorems 2.48, 2.49, 2.50, 2.51, and Corollary 2.52. Now, what is 
the connection between 4-ranks and densities? For motivation, let us consider the 
following example from [9].
E xam ple  2.55. Let q be a prime. The structure of the 2-Sylow subgroup of the 
tame kernel of the real quadratic fields Q(y/q) is given by:
q =  2 : C*2 x C2
q — 3,5 mod 8 : C2 x C2
q = 7 mod 8 : C2 x Cy> with a >  2
<7 = 1  mod 8 : C2 x C2 x C2 if q satisfies A~
: C2 x C2 x C20 with a > 2 if q satisfies A +.
In [9] it is proved that the sets {q =  1 mod 8 : q satisfies A+} and {q =  1 mod 8 
: q satisfies A- } each have a density of 5 in the set of all primes <7 =  1 mod 8. By 
Theorem 1.29, the subsets
{q : the tame kernel of Q(y/q) has 4-rank 0}
{<7 : the tame kernel of Q(y/q) has 4-rank 1}
have densities j  +  4 +  g =  |  and |  +  |  =  |  respectively in the set of all primes q.
In the case of the imaginary quadratic fields Q (y/—q), the structure of the
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2-Sylow subgroup of the tame kernel is given by:
9 = 2 : {1}
q =  3,5 mod 8 : {1} 
q = 7 mod 8 : Ci 
q =  1 mod 8 : C& with a >  2.
Here the subsets
{q : the tame kernel of Q ( \ / - 9) has 4-rank 0}
{q : the tame kernel of Q(y/—q) has 4-rank 1}
have densities |  and \  respectively in the set of all primes q.
Do similar density results appear for the quadratic fields considered in The­
orems 2.48, 2.49, 2.50, and 2.51? Let us consider Theorem 2.48. Fix a prime 
p  =  7 mod 8 and let
Q, = {I rational prime : 1 = 1 mod 8 and = 1},
fix =  {I € Q, : I satisfies < 2,p  >}, 
fi2 =  {I e  n  : I satisfies < 1, 2p >}.
From Theorem 2.48 where E  =  Q(y/pl),
4-rank K i (Oe ) =  1 if and only if I 6
4-rank/f2((9£) =  2 if and only if / e f i 2.
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R esu lt 2.56. We have computed the following: For p = 7, there are 9730 primes 
I in fl with I < 106. Among them, there are 4,866 primes (50.01%) in flj and 4864 
primes (49.99%) in CI2 . This leads us to
Q uestion  2.57. For the fields E  =  Q(y/pl) as in Theorem 2.48, do 4-rank 1 and
4-rank 2 each appear with natural density £ in fl?
Based on Tables 1, 2, and 3 in Appendix 1, we can also ask
Q uestion  2.58. For the fields Q(\/2p7), do 4-rank 1 and 2 each appear with nat­
ural density £ in fl?
Q uestion  2.59. For the fields Q (y/—pl), Q ( \/—2pl), do 4-rank 0 and 1 each ap­
pear with natural density i  in fl?
R esu lt 2.60. For a fixed prime p =  7 mod 8 and I £ Cl we considered in Example
2.54 the fields Q (\f± p l) and Q (\/±2pl). The 4-ranks of their tame kernels are 
given by tuples (v, p, a, t ) .  For these fields we computed the following (see Table 
4 in Appendix 1): For p =  7, among the 9730 primes I 6  fl with I < 106, the 
eight possible cases are realized by 1215, 1213, 1228, 1210, 1210, 1228, 1225, 1201 
primes I respectively. This result leads us to
Q uestion  2.61. Do each of the eight possible tuples (v , p., a, r) listed in Example
2.54 appear with natural density g in fl?
These questions will be the focus of the next chapter.
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3. Main Results
3.1 Overview
We consider three degree eight field extensions of Q. The idea will be to study 
composites of these fields and relate Artin symbols to 4-ranks. Rational primes 
which split completely in a degree 64 extension of Q will relate to Artin symbols 
and thus 4-ranks. Therefore calculating the density of these primes will answer 
density questions involving 4-ranks.
3.2 First Extension
To begin, consider Q (\/2) over Q. Let e =  1 +  \/2  6  (Z[\/2])*. Then e is a fun­
damental unit of <Q>(\/2) which has norm —1. Let T  =  Q (\/2, y/e). Then T  has
degree 4 over Q. We claim that T  =  Q (\/2 +  yfe).
L em m a 3.62. F  =  Q(>/2 +  \/e).
Proof. Certainly, Q (\/2 +  y/e) C Q (\/2, y/e). For the field <Q>(\/2 -I- y/e), we have a 
Q-basis: 1, y/2 +  y/e, (\/2 +  y/e)2, (y/ 2  -i- y/e)3. As
5y/e =  2(\/2 +  y/e)3 — (y/2 +  y/e)2 — 9(\/2 -I- y/e) — 9
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we have y/e € Q(\/2  +  y/e) and so y/2 = {y/2 +  y/e) — y/e £ Q (\/2 +  y/e). Thus 
Q(>/2, y/e) C Q (y /2  +  y/e). □
The minimal polynomial of y/2 +  y/e over Q is f (x )  =  x 4 -  6x 2 -  8x -  1. We 
have f ( x )  = g(x)h(x) where
<7(x) =  x2 — 2 y/2x  +  1 — y/ 2
and
h(x) =  x 2 + 2 y/2x  +  1 + y/2 .
Checking the discriminant of h(x) yields that h{x) has two nonreal roots. Thus 
T  is not a splitting field for f (x )  over Q and so T  is not normal over Q. Since 
e 6  Q {/2 )  C Q (\/2, y/e) has norm -1 and Q(y/2, y/e, y / ^ 1 )  is a quadratic extension 
of T ,  the normal closure of 7  over Q is Q (\/2, y/e, y /—l ) .  Set
N x = ® { / 2 ,y fe ,y /= i).
Then Ny is Galois over Q and [Ni : Q] = 8. So |Ga/(iVi/Q)| =  8. We claim that 
Gal(iVl/Q) is the dihedral group of order 8.
P ro p o sitio n  3.63. Gal(NifQ) =  D4.
Proof. Let Gal(Ni/Q) =  {a l5 a 2>a3, a4, a 5, a6, a 7, o r 8 } -  Here are the automor­
phisms of Gal(iV1/Q) :
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V=T y/ 2 order
a t + + + 1
a 2 + + — 2
+ — 2
a 4 + — - y / i 2
<*5 — + — 2
— + + 2
a? — — V~e 4
as — — - y / i 4
Here +  and — denote for example a 2( \ /—T) =  \ f —1 and a 2(x/e) = —y/e re­
spectively. Note that ax is the identity element of Gal(iVx/Q). Now consider the 
multiplication table for Gal(iVx/Q):
ax a2 a3 a4 as as a7 a8
<*1 ax a2 a3 a4 as a6 a7 a8
a2 a2 ax a4 a3 as as a8 a7
«3 a3 a4 ax a2 a8 a7 as a5
a4 a4 a3 a2 ax a7 a8 a5 as
a5 as a7 a8 ax a2 a3 a4
0‘S a6 as a8 0 7 a2 ax a4 a3
0 7 a? as as as a4 a3 a2 ai
as a8 a7 a6 a5 a3 a4 ax a2
Here for example 050:3 =  0 7 .  We note that Gal(iVx/Q) is generated by a 3 and 
07 as Ox =  0:3, a 2 =  a f, q4 =  a 3af, 05 =  07013,06 =  Q3Q7, and a 8 =  a 7. Also, a 3 
has order 2 and 0 7  has order 4. From [25], we need only show a 3a 7 =  a f la 3 and 
Oj /  Ox for k  =  1,2, or 3. From the multiplication table, 0 3 0 7  =  a 6 =  a 8a 3 =  
0.7 la 3 and a |  =  a 2, a* =  a 8. Thus Gal(iVx/Q) =  Z)4. □
Note that ax and a 2 from the proof of Proposition 3.63 commute with every 
element of Gal(Wx/Q) and Gal(iVx/Q(\/2, >/—1)) =  {Qx, a 2}. Combining this 
statement with example 11 from [14], it follows
C oro llary  3.64. Z(Ga/(jVx/Q)) S  C2 =  {ax,a2} =  G a l ^ / Q ( ^ 2 ,  y/=T)).
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Recall from Chapter 2, Cl =  {/ rational prime : I =  1 mod 8 and (£) =  1} for 
a fixed prime p =  7 mod 8. In order to discuss the Artin symbol ( ^ /^ ) ,  we must 
first know that the primes I £ Cl are unramified in Ni over Q.
P ro p o sitio n  3.65. I f  I € Cl, then I is unramified in N x.
Proof. For an odd prime I and K a quadratic field of discriminant d^, we have 
from Proposition 1.13 (ii) if f f i)  = 1, then I splits completely in K. For I € Cl, I 
splits completely in Q (\/2) as
In particular for I € Cl, I is unramified in Q(\/2). For I € Cl, I splits completely 
in Q(>/—1) as
M - (?)-(?)-■•
In particular for / 6 Cl, I is unramified in Q (\/-T ). By Theorem 1.9, for I € Cl, 
I is unramified in the composite field Q (\/2, yf—I).
To see that I is unramified in Q(\/e), we compute the discriminant for the 
minimal polynomial of y/e over Q. The minimal polynomial of y/e over Q is 
x4 — 2X2 — 1 which has roots a i =  y/e, 012 =  -y /e , a3 =  y/l, and q4 =  —y/l where 
e =  l  — y/2. Now,
^Q(v^)/q(v^) =  I J ( a « “  a j )2
*>j
=  (a4 -  a3)2(a4 -  a2)2(a4 -  ai)2(a3 -  a2)2(o!3 -  a i)2(a2 -  ax)2 
=  (4e)(4f)(2 — 2i)2(2 +  2z)2 
=  -1024 
=  —  2 10 .
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Thus no odd prime divides A j^ /qC n /^)- This implies that no odd prime divides 
the field discriminant of Q(v/i) over Q, denoted by A(Q(v^))- Recall that an odd 
prime p is unramified in a number field F if and only if p /A (F ). Thus every odd 
rational prime is unramified in Q(\/e)- In particular, I is unramified in Q(\/e)- By 
Theorem 1.9, 1 is unramified in the composite field N\ = Q (\/2, y/e, y/—l). □
Now as I e  fi is unramified in iVt , the Artin symbol is defined for primes
P of containing I by Lemma 1.20. Let denote the conjugacy class of
(V^Q) ^  Gal(M /Q). From the arguments in the proof of Proposition 3.65, the 
primes I 6  Cl split completely in Q (\/2, \ / —I). Also,
Z(G al(N i/Q ))' =  G a liN J Q iV t,  n/^T))' =  Q( n/2, >/=!)




Q (n/2 ,v /^I) > Z(G al(N i/Q ))
I I
Q Gal{Ni/Q).
By Lemma 1.26, we have
R em ark  3.66. For some g 6 Gal(ATl/Q), ( ^ )  =  {p} C Z{Gal{Nx/Q)).
Since the conjugacy class consists of a single element, we may identify ( -^ —) 
with the automorphism g of Z(Gal(AT1/Q )). As Z(Gal(Ar1/Q)) has order 2, there 
are two possible choices for ( ~ f ^).
From [7], Addendum (3.7), there is a nice way to characterize primes I €  Cl 
which are split completely in N x over Q.
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P ro p o sitio n  3.67. I is split completely in N i over Q i f  and only i f  I satisifies 
< 1,32 > .
Combining Remark 3.66 with Proposition 3.67, we have 
{ N \ f  Q \f — =  {id} I splits completely in N\
«=► I satisfies < 1,32 >.
{id} <=> I does not split completely in Ni 
<=> I does not satisfy < 1,32 >.
3.3 Second Extension
Consider the fixed prime p =  7 mod 8. Note p splits completely in C =  Q(\/2) as
( f ) - © - e ) - ‘
So
pOc = W
for some primes Ĵ3 ^  in C. Note the field C has narrow class number h+(C) =  1 
as h(C) =  1 and Nc/q(c) =  — 1 where e =  1 +  y/2 is a fundamental unit of <Q(\/2), 
see [29]. From [7],
L em m a 3.68. The prime ^3 which occurs in the decomposition of pOc has a gen­
erator 7r =  a + by/2 € Oc, unique up to multiplication by the square of a unit in 
0 *L for which Nc/q(tt) =  a2 — 262 =  —p.
The degree 4 extension Q (\/2 , y/n )  over Q has normal closure Q (\/2, y/H, y/—p) 
as N C/q{tt) =  -p .  Set
N2 =  Q (\/2, y/ir, V^p)- 
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Then N2 is Galois over Q and [N2 : Q] =  8. Let us note that such an extension N2 
exists since the 2-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of Q ( \/—2p) is cyclic of 
order divisible by 4 [9]. Thus the Hilbert class field of Q ( \/—2p) contains a unique 
unramified cyclic degree 4 extension over Q (\/—2p). Also compare [30]. Similar to 
the proof of Proposition 3.63, Gal(N2/Q) is the dihedral group of order 8.
P ro p o sitio n  3.69. Gal(N2/Q) =  D4
Note that the identity automorphism and the automorphism 0  induced by 
sending y/ir —y/ir commutes with every element of Gal(iV2/Q)). Also
Gal(N2/QHy/2,y/=p)) =  {id ,0 }.
Thus
C oro llary  3.70. Z(Gal{N2/®)) ^ C 2 = {id ,0}  =  Gal{N2/Q (s/2 , y/=p)).
In order to discuss ( ^ 2 ) ,  we must know that the primes I € Q are unramified 
in N2 over Q. We will use from [7],
L em m a 3.71. N2 is the unique unramified cyclic degree 4 extension overQ (\/—2p).
P ro p o sitio n  3.72. / / I  € Q, then I is unramified in N 2 over Q.
Proof. We first claim that I is unramified in Q (y/—2p). Note that p = 7 mod 8 if 
and only if - p  =  1 mod 8 if and only if — 2p =  2 mod 8. Thus the discriminant 
of Q(>/—2p) is —8p. By Proposition 1.13 (ii) if = (^j2) =  1, then I splits 
completely in Q ( \ /—2p). Now (-j2)  =  1 if and only if
(0 ©  =  (x )  =  ©  =  1 or
(ii) (f) =  1, (=i) =  -1 ,  (f) =  - 1  or 
(in) g )  =  -1 ,  (=i) =  -1 ,  (f) =  1 or
W  ©  =  - 1, ( ? )  =  1, ffl =  - 1
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Cases (ii) and (iv) are not applicable since we are considering I 6 Cl i.e (£) =
(2) = 1. Case (iii) occurs if and only if Z =  ±3 mod 8 and (f) = 1. Once again 
for I 6  fi, this case is not necessary. Since I € Cl satisfies the conditions of case 
(i), I splits completely in Q ( \/—2p). In particular I is unramified in Q (\/-2 p ). By 
Lemma 3.71, 1 is unramified in iV2 =  Q (\/2, y/ic, y/^p)-
□
As I € Cl is unramified in N2 over Q, the Artin symbol is defined for
primes /? of 0 ^ 2 containing I. Let denote the conjugacy class of
in Gal(iV2/Q). For I e  Cl, I splits completely in Q (\/2) (see proof of Proposition 
3.65). Similarly for I € Cl, I splits completely in Q {y/-p)  as
By Theorem 1.9, I splits completely in the composite field Q (\/2, yf~p). But 
from Corollary 3.70,
Z(Gal(N 2/Q))' = Gal(N2/Q {V 2 , y/=p))' =  Q(n/2, J= p).
Once again, to clarify we have the following diagram:
N2 {1}
I I
Q (a /2 ,v ^p ) Z(Gal(N2 /Q))
I I
Q Gal(N2/  Q).
So by Lemma 1.26,
R em ark  3.73. For some h € Gal(iV2/Q), ( ^ 2 )  =  {h} c  Z(Gal(iV2/Q)).
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Once again we can identify ( ^ 2 )  with the automorphism h of Z(Gal(iV2/Q)). 
As Z(Gal(iV2/Q)) has order 2, there are two possible choices for ( ^ ^ ) -
Let us now characterize primes / e f t  which split completely in N2. Set 
K  =  Q (\/—2p) for some prime p =  7 mod 8. By Lemma 3.71, N2 is the unique 
unramified cyclic degree 4 extension of K. We have seen that the primes / e f t  
split completely in Q (\/2, •y/—p). Let us now characterize primes / € ft that split 
completely in N2.
Let 2) be the unique dyadic prime in O k — Z[y/—2p\. If 2) is a principal ideal 
of O k, i.e. has a generator n  +  m \J—2p 6  O k, then
n2 +  2pm2 =  2 with n ,m  £  Z,
a contradiction. Thus 2) is not a principal ideal of (9*. Denote the class of 2) in 
C(K) by [2)]. Thus [2)] ^  1 in C(K). Because 2)2 =  2O k ,  we have
[23] ^  1 and [23]2 =  1 in C(K).
So [2)] is the unique element of order 2 in C(K). Now let H denote the Hilbert class 
field of K, that is the maximal unramified Abelian extension of K. Thus we have 
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By the Artin reciprocity theorem for Hilbert class fields, the ideal class group of 
K is canonically isomorphic to the Galois group of H over K:
C{K) “  Gal{H/K).
Note there is an epimorphism Gal(H /K )  -> Gal(A^/i^) and by Lemma 3.71 
Gsl(N2/K )  is cyclic of order 4. Let C (K )4 be the set of all elements in C(K) 
which are fourth powers, i.e.
C (K ) 4 =  {[a] 6  C(K ) : [a] =  fy]4 for some [7 ] €  C (K )}.
By Corollaries 18.4, 18.6, and 19.6 in [9], 2-Sylow C(K) is cyclic of order divisible 
by 4 and so C {K )4 is the unique subgroup of C(K) of index 4. Thus
C {K )/C (K )4 S  Gal{N2 /K ) .
Similarly,
C ( f t T ) / C ( A - ) 2  5 !  GaI(<UV2, </=p)IK).
Now the endomorphisms C (K ) -* C {K )  given by
i i*i
c t-t c *
and
C C *
have kernel C (K ) 4 and C (K )2. Note that the image is given by the unique cyclic 
subgroups of C(K) of order 4 and 2 respectively.
Now let p be a prime ideal of Ok - By Corollary 1.21 (iii), p splits completely
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in N2 over K if and only if =  IdGai(Pf2/K)- Since the Artin map induces an
isomorphism C (K )/C (K )4 = Gal(N2/K ) ,  we see that p determines the trivial class 
of C (K )/C (K )4. Thus [p] G C (K ) 4 if and only if [ p j ^  =  1. Similarly, p splits 
completely in Q(x/2, y = p) over K if and only if =  Id Gam^ yy/=?)iK).
Thus p determines the trivial class of C (K )/C (K )2. So [p] 6  C {K ) 2 if and only if 
[pj^r2 =  1 in C(K) if and only if [ p j ^  =  [S)j #  1 or [p] ^ 1 =  1 in C(K). So we 
have shown
Lemma 3.74. Let p be a prime ideal of Ok- Then:
p is split completely in N2 over K  if and only if  [p] * = 1  in C(K). 
p is split completely in Q(\/2, over K  if  and only i f  [p] j = 1  in C(K) 
if  and only if  [p]-^  =  [55] i =-1 or [p]-^  =  1 in C(K).
For I 6  we have I O k  =  Ptp2 where pi and p 2 are a pair of conjugate 
prime ideals in Ok- A s 1 splits completely in Q(\/2, sj—p), pi splits completely in 
Q (\/2, x/~p) over K and so by Lemma 3.74,
[pi]4̂  =  1 or [pxj^r1 =  [©] #  1 in C(K).
Lemma 3.75. For I G fi, let IO k  =  Pip2 - Then:
I splits completely in N2 i f  and only i f  pi splits completely in N 2 over K  if  and 
only » / [ p i ] ^  =  1 in C(K).
l does not split completely in N2 i f  and only if  [p] * =  [S)] ^  1 in C(K).
Using Lemmas 3.74 and 3.75, we now characterize primes I G which split
completely in N2 in terms of positive definite quadratic forms.
Lemma 3.76. Let I G fi. Then I splits completely in N2 i f  and only i f  lh^K ^ 4 =
n2 +  2pm2 for  n, m G Z with m ^  0 mod I.
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Proof. We follow [7]. Suppose I splits completely in iV2. By Lemma 3.75, pi splits 
completely in JV2 over K and so [pi] < =  1 in C(K). Thus px * is a principal 
ideal of O k, i.e, pi < has a generator a  =  n + m,y/—2p, with ramification indices, 
eP ik  =  ePk =  ® ôr ^  prime ideals p C  O k , P 7̂  Pi-
Recall that IOk  =  P1P2 and so taking norms, we have
Nk/q(<t) = n + 2pm  =  I “
with n, 771 € Z. Let us now justify the condition m ^  0 mod L Suppose m =  
0 mod / and so n =  0 mod I. Then 77 =  y  +  j y / —2p 6  C?# and tr =  Z77. Thus 
ep2|ff — epj|j "H eP2|̂  1 ~F cP2|tj ^  1> contradicting £p2|<r 0-
juĵ \
Conversely, let I * = n2 + 2pm2 for some n, m  6  Z with m  £  0 mod L
Thus a  =  n +  m \J—2p 6 <9*- and =  I * . As IOk =  Pip2> we have
ePil<r +  £p2|<r =  ^ 5̂  and ep^ =  0 for all prime ideals p C  O k, P 7̂  P i,p2- Assume 
that ePl|£, > 0 and ep,^ >  0. Thus I divides a  and so
a  n 771 /—— _1  = j  + t J Z 2 j e O K.
Therefore y  € Z, contradicting m  0 mod I. Without loss of generality, let 
epik =  ePak =  Thus a  generates p i ^ ,  i.e, [ p i ] ^  =  1 in C(K). By
Lemma 3.75, 1 splits completely in iV2.
□
L em m a 3.77. Let I €  Cl. Then I does not split completely in iV2 i f  and only if 
j<KJC>/4 =  2 7l2 +  pm 2 for n ,m  €  Z with m ^ O  mod I.
Proof. We follow [7]. Suppose I is does split completely in iV2. By Lemma 3.75,
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=  [a] in C(K). Since
[ S K P . ^  =  [O]2 =  1 in C (K ),
WfC) H(/C)
we have that 2)p « is a principal ideal of Ok- Thus 2)p * has a generator 
a  =  r  +  rriy/-2p G O k  with ramification indices e^\a =  1, ePl\a =  -^ -L, and 
ep(ff =  0 for all prime ideals p C O k , p #  SD, Pi- Taking norms we have
Nk/q((t) — r2 + 2pm2 =  21
with m £  0 mod I (as in proof of Lemma 3.76). As r is even, we set r =  2n for
h{
n 6  Z and so I < =  2n2 +  pm 2 for n, m G Z with m  £  0 mod I.
k (  K )
Conversely, let i « =  2n2 +  pm 2 for n, m € Z with m ^  0 mod I. Then
21^  =  (2n )2 +  2pm2 and so a  =  2n +  m v/ - 2p € ©*• satisfies Nk/q(<t) =  2/ ^  
with e0)<r =  1, ePl|a + e P7|ff =  ^ p ,  and ep\a =  0 for all prime ideals p C  O k , P 7̂  
pi, p2- As in the proof of Lemma 3.76, we have without loss of generality that 
epik =  ePik =  0- Thus o- generates S p i ^ ,  i.e, [pi]4̂  =  [S)J in C(K).
By Lemma 3.75,1 does not split completely in N2.
□
By Definition 2.47, we reformulate Lemma 3.76 and 3.77 as follows:
I splits completely in N2 <=► 1 satisfies <  1, 2p >
I does not split completely in N2 I satisfies < 2 ,p  > .
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Combining Remark 3.73 and the above reformulation,
j splits completely in JV2 
1 satisfies < 1, 2p >.
=f~ {id} «=>• 1 does not split completely in N2 
•<=» I satisfies < 2,p  >.
3.4 Third Extension
Let us recall a  general fact about cyclotomic extensions of Q, compare [28] or [13]. 
For Q(Cm) with m a positive integer and p a rational prime,
p splits completely in Q(Cm) <=► P =  1 mod m.
For I =  1 mod 8, we have 1 =  1,9 mod 16. Thus for 1 6 fi,
1 splits completely in Q(Ci6) I =  1 mod 16
1 does not split completely in Q(Cie) <=> 1 =  9 mod 16.
Now as Gal(Q(Ci6)/Q)) — (Z / 16Z)*, we know for a e  Gal(Q(C16)/Q))
1 =  1 mod 16 <*=>■ cr(Ci6) =  Ci6
1 =  9 mod 16 <*=>• o-(Cie) =  Cis =  “ Cie- 
These statements yield
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Remark 3.78.
^Q(Cie)/Q^ _  i Spiits completely in Q(Ci6)
•<=>• I =  1 mod 16
^Q(Cie)/Q^ i fiQgg not Spiit completely in Q(Cie)
<t=> I =  9 mod 16
3.5 The Composite
In this section we consider the composite field AriiV2Q(Ci6)- First note that as Ni 
and iV2 are normal extensions of Q, then the composite field N\ N2 is a normal 
extension of Q. Set Q  =  Q(\/2). Then N\ =  ^ (v ^ T , y / e )  is a degree 4 extension 
of Q. Similarly N2 =  G { y / — p ,  s / i f )  is a degree 4 extension of Q. Thus the com­
posite field N \N 2 =  Q ( y / ^ l ,  s / e ,  y / i f )  is a degree 16 extension of Q .  Since 




For the cyclotomic extension Q(Ci6) over Q and its subfield £  =  Q(Cb) = 
Q ( \/—1, V 2 ), we have [Q(Ci6): £] =  2. But also note that N i N 2 =  £ { y / — p ,  \/e, s / i f )  
and so [■/VliV2 : £\ =  8. Set
L = iVtiV2Q(C16).
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Then L = 6 (y/Q, y /^p , y/e, v ^ )  is a degree 16 extension of 6 . Since [£ : Q] =  4, 
we obtain [L : Q] =  64. W ith a diagram, we have
Q
As Ni, N2, and Q(Ci6) are normal extensions of <Q>, L is a normal extension 
of Q. For the convience of the reader, we summarize the above discussion with a 
diagram of normal extensions:
Ni N2 Q(Cie)
For I e  n , I is unramified in L as it is unramified in iV1} N2, and Q(Ci6)- The 
Art in symbol (^ p ) is now defined for some prime (3 of Ql containing I. Let 
denote the conjugacy class of (^ p ) in Gal(L/Q). Let M  — Q(y/2, y/—l, y/~p). 
Thus we have the diagram:
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Ni M  N2 Q(Ci6)
Let us now calculate Z(Gal(L/Q)).
L em m a 3.79. Z(Gal{L/Q)) =  Gal(L/M) = C 2 x C 2 x C2.
Proof. Note that Gal(L/M ) is determined by where the elements y / e ,  s/ri, \/Q  are 
sent. We consider the automorphisms induced by cr(y/e) =  ± y / e , ± y / i ,  cr(N/ i r) =  
± y / i r , ± y / f t ,  and a ( y / ^ )  =  ± y / Q , ± \ / C s  for some a  G  Gal{ L / M ) .  Using the 
relations y / e  ■ y / i  = \ f —l, y/n • y/fi =  y / — p ,  and y/Qi • \ / Q  = 1, we have the 
following table of automorphisms for Gal { L / M ) :
y/Z n/Cs n/ I y/ft \/s8
id + + + + + +
a — + + — + +
b + — + + — +
c + + — + + —
where ±  denotes • — ±- in that order. Every a  G Gal(L/M ) can be written 
in terms of these three elements. We see that a, b, and c each have order 2 and 
so |Ga/(L/Af)| =  8. Thus Gal(L/M ) = <  a >  x  < b >  x  < c > =  C2 x  C2 x C2. 
Now for the inclusion Ga1(L/M ) C Z(Gal(L/Q)), we need only show a,b,c  G 
Z(Gal(L/Q)). Since a fixes y/ir, y/Q, we only have to check y/e. So for any a  G 
Gal(L/Q),
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aa(y/e) =  <
a(v^) =  -y /e  
a(~y/e) =
a(\/t) =  - y / l  
a ( - y / i )  = y /l
and aa(\/e) =  a(—y/e) — < Ve
- x / i
y fl
Thus a G Z(Gai(L/Q)). Now b fixes y/e, y/^g and so we only check y f n .  Thus,
b a ( y / T r )  =  < and a b ( y / ¥ )  ~  a(—y/ir) =  <
- y /Z
y f t
—  y / f t  
y / ¥
b (y/n )  =  - y f x
b ( - y / i f )  =  y / i r  
b ( y / f t )  =  — y / f t  
b ( — y / ¥ )  =  y f f t
So 6  G Z(G al(I/Q )). Similarly ca(y/(£) = cxc(y/Q) and so c G Z(Gal(I/Q)). 
For the inclusion Z(Gal(L/Q)) C Gal (L /M ), the idea is to pick an element a  G 
Gal(L/Q) such that a £ Gal(L/M ) and show that a  Z(Gal(L/Q)). There are 
seven cases:
(i) Suppose a  does not fix y/2 but fixes y/—l, y/~V- Choose r  which sends y /^p  —► 
— y / — p  and fixes y/2. Then
o ( y / 7r) =  ± \ / ¥
a (-y /n )  =  ^y /fi
T (y/f)  =  ^fy /t 
r( — y /f)  =  ± y / f
Thus a i  Z(Gal(L/Q)).
(ii) Suppose <r does not fix y/—l,  but fixes y/2 , y /^p . Choose r  which sends 
y/2 —y —y/2 and fixes y/—l.  Then
a{y/t) =  T 'fe
a{-y/e)  =  ± y /i  
r{y/e) =  ± y /i  
r (-y /e )  = ^ y / l
Thus a i  Z(Gal(L/Q)j.
c r T ( y / i r )  =  a ( ± y / n )  =
T a ( y / i f )  =  r ( ± y / 7r) =  <
<T T( y /e )  =  a ( ± y / e )  =  <
r a { y / e )  =  r { ± y / e )  =  <
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(iii) Suppose a  does not fix y/2 , y /—l  but fixes y f—p. Choose r  which sends 
y/—T —> — \ / —l  and fixes y/2. Then
■(V5) =  r ( ± v C a )
Thus a  i  Z(Gal(L/Q)).
(iv) For a  not fixing yf—p but fixes y/2, y/—l,  take r  — a  from case (i) and thus 
<7r(y/n) ±  ra(y/F).
(v) For a  not fixing y/2, yf—p, but fixes y/—l, take t  = a  from case (ii) and thus 
< r T ( y / e )  ±  t o { s / z ) .
(vi) For a  not fixing y/—p, \ f —T, but fixes y/2, take r  =  a  from case (iii) and thus 
<rr(y/Q) ra {y /Q .
(vii) For a  not fixing y/2, y j^p , y/—l, take r  as in case (i) and thus oT{yfn) ■£
T a ( y / i P ) .
Therefore Z(GaI(L/Q)) =  Gal(L/M). □
Now for I 6 fi, we have seen that I splits completely in Q{y/—1) and Q(v^2, y/—p)- 
By Theorem 1.9, Z splits completely in the composite field M  =  Q (\/2, \/-T , y/—p)- 
From Lemma 3.79,
Z{Gal(L/Q))' =  G al(L/M )' = M  = Q (n/2, v ^ I ,  y/=p).
Thus we have the diagram:
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M Z(Gal(L /Q))
Q Gal{L/Q).
So by Lemma 1.26,
R em ark  3.80. For some k 6  Gal(L/Q), ( ^ )  =  {k} C Z(Gal(L/Q)).
Once again identify ( ^ )  with the automorphism k of Z(Gal(L/Q)). From 
Proposition 1.24, we can characterize f t p )  in terms of f tJ Q ) , f t p ) » and •
L em m a 3.81. f t p )  =  f t p )  x f t p )  x (O S ^ a j.
Using Lemma 3.81, Remark 3.66, the reformulation of Remark 3.73, and Re­
mark 3.78, we now make the following one to one correspondences. We observe 
that there are eight distinct choices for f t p )  as there are two choices for each of 
^ N i and (*^l°)/Q). Equivalently, as Z(Gal(L/Q)) has order 8, there are 
eight possible choices for f t p )  ■
R em ark  3.82. (i) f t p )  =  {id}
I splits completely in N i, 
N2, and Q(Cie)
(ii) f t p )  ^  {id}
cases.
I splits completely in L <
I satisfies < 1,32 >
I satisfies < 1,2p >
I =  1 mod 16
I does not split completely in L. Now there are seven
(1)
I splits completely in N u  
but does not in N2 or Q(Ci6)
I satisfies <  1,32 > 
I satisfies <  2, p >
I =  9 mod 16
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(2)
(3)
I splits completely in N\ 
and N2, but does not in Q(Ci6)
I splits completely in 
N2, but does not in N x 
or Q(Cie)
I satisfies <  1,32 > 
I satisfies <  1,2p >  
I =  9 mod 16
I does not satisfy <  1,32 > 
I satisfies < 1,2p >
I =  9 mod 16
(4)
I splits completely in
r '
I does not satisfy <  1,32 >
N2 and(Q(Cie), ► <=> < I satisfies < 1 ,2 p >
but does not in Ni 4 I =  1 mod 16t *
(5)
I splits completely in Ni 
and Q(Ci6) > but does not in N2
I satisfies < 1,32 > 
I satisfies < 2 , p >
I =  1 mod 16
* ' 
I splits completely in
f  '
I does not satisfy < 1,32 >
(6) < Q(Ci6)» but does not in Ni ► < I satisfies < 2 ,p >
or N2
h 4
I =  1 mod 16
t 4
(7) t
I does not split completely 
in N i, N2, or Q(Cie)
f  ^
I does not satisfy < 1,32 >
I satisfies <  2, p >
I =  9 mod 16
Now using Theorems 2.48, 2.49, 2.50, and 2.51, we relate each Artin symbol 
( ^ )  to each of the eight possible tuples of 4-ranks.
R em ark  3.83. From Remark 3.82, case (i) occurs if and only if we have (2,2,1,1). 
For case (ii),
(1) occurs if and only if we have (1,2,0,1)
(2) occurs if and only if we have (2,1,1,0)
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(3) occurs if and only if we have (2,1,0,1)
(4) occurs if and only if we have (2,2,0,0)
(5) occurs if and only if we have (1,1,0,0)
(6) occurs if and only if we have (1,1,1,1)
(7) occurs if and only if we have (1,2,1,0).
We can now answer Question 2.61.
T h eo rem  3.84. Each of the eight possible tuples of 4-ranks appear with natural 
density |  in 12.
Proof. Consider the set X  = {I prime : I is unramified in L and ( ^ )  = Cs} where 
Cg is the conjugacy class of g € Gal(L/Q). From Remark 3.80, we have
for some k  €  Gal(L/Q). By the Chebotarev Density Theorem, the set X has 
natural density ^  in the set of all primes. Recall
for some fixed prime p = 7 mod 8. By Theorem 1.29, 12 has natural density |  in 
the set of all primes. Thus X has natural density £ in 12. By Remark 3.82 and
of the possible tuples of 4-ranks. Thus each of the eight possible tuples of 4-ranks 
appear with natural density £ in 12.
X  = {I prime : I is unramified in L and
i ^ r ) =  w  c
12 =  {I rational prime : / =  1 mod 8 and
3.83, each of the eight choices for ) is in one to one correspondence with each
□
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3.6 The Cases <Q>( y /p l )  and Q{y /2pl )
Let us turn our attention to Theorems 2.48 and 2.49. In the previous section, we 
were concerned with the Artin symbol Let us now use Corollary 1.22 to
restrict this symbol to the normal subfield iV2Q(Ci6) C L, i.e.
(L/q\ _ f iy2Q (C i6)/Q \
V l )  *2<XCl6) V 1 )
Set K  =  iV2Q(Ci6)- Let us now calculate Z (G al(K /Q)).
L em m a 3.85. Z(G al(K /Q )) =  G al{K/M ).
Proof. We consider the automorphisms induced by <j{y/ir) =  ± \A \  ±y/ft and 
a { y /5 )  =  ± y /Q ,  iv /G  f°r some a  6 Gal(K/M). Using the relations y /n  ■ y / t  =  
y /^p , and y/Q, ■ y/(g =  1, we have the following table of automorphisms for 
Gal(K/M):
y/ft \/0}
id + + + +
a — + — +
£ + — + —
where ±  denotes • i-> ±- in that order. Every a  € G al(K /M ) can be written 
in terms of the automorphisms a  and (3. We see that a  and each have order 2 
and so \Gal(K/M )\ =  4. Thus Gal(K/M ) = <  a  >  x < /? > =  C2 x C2. For the 
inclusion G al(K/M ) c  Z(Gal(AT/Q)), it is enough to show a , 6 Z(Gal(A'/Q)). 
Since or fixes y / Q ,  we only check y / i r .  So for any a  6 Gal(A/Q),
o to (y /n ) =  <
b ( y f i f )  =  - y / K  
b ( - y / i F )  =  y / i r  
b ( y / f )  =  — y / f t  
b ( — y / ¥ )  =  y / f t
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Thus a  € Z(Gal(Ar/Q)). Similarly, Po(y/e) =  a  ft (y/e) for every a  6 Gal(ii£r/Q) 
and so G al(K /M ) C Z(Gal(tf/Q)). For the inclusion Z(Gal(tf/Q)) c  Gal(K /M ), 
the arguments are the same as in the proof of Lemma 3.79, i.e, for a  e  Gal(A'/Q) 
such that a  £  G al(K /M ), there are seven cases to check. Since K is normal over Q, 
we have Vr 6 Gal(L/Q), t \k 6 Gal(/£T/Q). Thus we choose r  as in cases (i)-(vii) 
of the proof of Lemma 3.79 and obtain t \k <j  /  <j t \k . In case (iii) consider \/Q  to 
obtain ot|k-(v^s) #  T|/fO’( \/^ ) -  In case (vi) take t \k — a  from case (iii) and thus 
o A M Cs) #  r \Ka (y /Q .
Therefore Z(Gal(tf/Q)) =  Gal(K/M).
□
Once again for I 6  fi, we have seen that I splits completely in M  =  Q (\/2, v ^ T , /p ) .  
From Lemma 3.85,
Z (G al(K / Q))' =  G al(K/M )' = M.
and so we have the diagram:
K  {1}
I I
M  <— > Z(G al(K/Q ))
I I
Q Gal(KfQ).
So by Lemma 1.26,
R em ark  3.86. For some j €  Gal(K/Q), (^ p )  = {j}  C Z(Gal(K/Q)).
Let us now make the following one to one correspondences. Using Proposition 
1.24 and noting that there are two choices for each of (^1 ^ )  and (S&s2Z2)j we
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have four distinct choices for -
R em a rk  3.87. (i) = fed} <=>. I splits completely in K
I splits completely I I I satisfies <  1,2p >
in N 2 and Q(Ci6) J  1 ^  =  1 mod 16
(ii) #  {id.} I does not split completely in K. There are three cases.
(1)
I splits completely in N2, I satisfies < 1,2p >
> <̂ => <
but does not in Q(Ci6)
k 4
1 / =  9 mod 16
(2)
(3)
I splits completely in Q(Ci6), 
but does not in N2
I does not split completely
I satisfies <  2, p > 
1 = 1 mod 16
I satisfies < 2 ,p >
I =  9 mod 16in jV2 or Q(Ci6)
We can now answer Questions 2.57 and 2.58.
T h eo rem  3.88. For the fields Q[\/pl) and Q(\/2p7), 4-rank 1 and 2 each appear 
with natural density \  in fl.
Proof. Let X  =  {I prime : I is unramified in K and =  Cg) where Cg is the 
conjugacy class of g € Gal(AT/Q). From Remark 3.87, we have
X  =  {/ prime : 1 is unramified in K a n d =  W  C Z (G al(K jQ))}
for some k  6 Gal(RT/Q). By the Chebotarev Density Theorem, the set X has 
natural density ^  in the set of all primes. Recall Q has natural density 1 in the 
set of all primes. Let
fii — {/ G fl : 4^rank K 2{O q^^^) — 1}.
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By Theorem 2.48,
fix =  {I G Cl : I satisfies < 2 ,p >}.
Clearly,
fit =  {/ 6  Cl : I satisfies <  2,p  > , / =  1 mod 16} U {/ €  ft : 1 satisfies
< 2, p >, / =  9 mod 16}.
Thus by Remark 3.87, case (ii) parts (2) and (3), ftx has natural density
i  +  ± ± in ft. Let
ft2 =  {1 € ft : 4-rank =  2}.
Then by Theorem 2.48,
ft2 =  0  £ & : 1 satisfies < 1, 2p >}.
Once again,
Sl2 =  (I 6  0  : / satisfies < 1, 2p >, I =  1 mod 16} U {/ 6  ft : 1 satisfies
< 1,2p >, I =  9 mod 16}.
By Remark 3.87, cases (i) and (ii) part (1), ft2 has natural density j  +  j  =  5 
in ft. Now let
CI3 = {I € Cl : 4-rank ^ ( ^ 0(̂ /2?I)) =  1}
and
^4 =  {I € £2 : 4-rank ^ ( ^ 0(^51)) =  2}.
By Theorem 2.49,
fi3 =  {! 6  fi : / satisfies <  2,p > ,/  =  1 mod 16} U {/ € Cl : I satisfies
< 1 ,2p >, I =  9 mod 16}.
Cl4 =  {/ 6  Cl : I satisfies <  l,2 p  > ,/  =  1 mod 16} U {I G Cl : I satisfies
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< 2,p > ,l = 9 mod 16}.
By Remark 3.87, case (ii) parts (1) and (2), has natural density \  \  =  \
in Q. Also from case (i) and case(ii) part (3), Q4 has natural density j  +  j  =  \  in 
fi.
□
3.7 The Cases Q{ y / —pl )  and Q ( y / —2pl)
We will focus on Theorem 2.50 and Theorem 2.51. In section 4, we dealt with 
the Artin symbol (^ ^ ) . Using Corollary 1.22, restrict this symbol to the normal 
subfield NxN2 C L, i.e.
( L /Q \  =  / N iNt/Q ]
V I J 1̂̂ 2 V 1 J
Set N  =  N iN2. We now consider Z(Gal(iV/Q)).
Lem m a 3.89. Z(Gal(N/Q)) = G al{N /M ).
Proof. We consider the automorphisms induced by cr(^/e) =  ± \/e , ± y /i  and 
a(y/7r) =  ±y/n , ± y / t  for some a  € Gal(iV/M). Using the relations y/e-y/l =  \ / —I, 
and y/n-y/ft = we have the following table of automorphisms for Gal(N/M):
y/ft
id + + + +
a + — + —
0 — + — +
where ±  denotes • ±- in that order. Every a  6 G al(N/M ) can be written
in terms of the automorphisms a  and (3. We see that a  and /? each have order 2 
and so \Gal{N/M)\ =  4. Thus Gal(N/M ) = <  a  > x <  /3 > =  C2 x C2. For the 
inclusion Gal(N/M ) C Z(Gal(iV/Q)), it is enough to show a , (3 e  Z(Gal(iV/Q)).
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Since a  fixes y/e, we only check ypK. So for any <j  6 Gal(iV/Q), 
/
a(y/n) = -y /ir
a (y /n )  =  —ypn 
=  y/ft
Thus a  € Z(Gal(iV/Q)). Similarly, 0 a (y /e )  =  a (3(y/e) for every a  6  Gal(N/Q) 
and so Gal(iV/M) C Z(Gal(JV/Q)). For the inclusion Z(Gal(iV/Q)) c  Gal(NfM ), 
the arguments are the same as in the proof of Lemma 3.79 or Lemma 3.85, i.e, for 
o  € Gal(AT/Q) such that a g  Gal(iV/M), there are seven cases to check. Since N 
is normal over Q, we have Vr 6 Gal(L/Q), r|yv 6 Gal(iV/Q). Thus we choose r  as 
in cases (i)-(vii) of the proof of Lemma 3.79 and obtain t\n<j /  o t\n -  In case (iii) 
consider y/e to obtain ar|y\r(^/e) =/ tU o-(v^). In case (vi) take t \n  = a  from case
(iii) and thus aT\nf(y/e) /  r l^ ^ ^ /e ) .
Therefore Z(Gal(iV/Q)) =  Gal(N/M).
□
For / 6 fi, / splits completely in M. From Lemma 3.89,
Z(Gal(N/Q))' = G al(N /M )' =  M.
To illustrate the situation:
N {1}
M  4— > Z(Gal(N/Q))
Q Gal(NfQ).
So by Lemma 1.26,
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Remark 3.90. For some s 6 Gal(iV/Q), =  {«} C Z(Gal(iV/Q)).
As in section 5, we observe the following one to one correspondences. Once 
again there are four distinct choices for •




1 I satisfies < 1,32 >
in Ni and N 2 1 I satisfies < 1 ,2p >
(ii) (^ 2 )  zfz [id} <*=>• I does not split completely in N.
( 1)
(2)
I splits completely in iV1; 
but does not in N2
I splits completely
in N2, but does not in jVt
f
(3) <
We can now answer Question 2.59
I does not split completely 
in N i or iV2
I satisfies <  1,32 >
I satisfies < 2 ,  p >
I does not satisfy < 1,32 > 
I satisfies < 1 ,2p >
r
I does not satisfy < 1,32 > 
I satisfies < 2, p >
T h eo rem  3.92. For the fields Q W —pl) and <Q>(\/-2pi), 4 -rank 0 and 1 each ap­
pear with natural density |  in Q.
Proof. Let X  = {I prime : I is unramified in N and =  Cg) where Cg is the 
conjugacy class of g £  Gal(iV/Q). From Remark 3.90, we have
X  = {I prime : I is unramified in N andm y {s} C Z(G al(N /Q ))}
for some s € Gal(iV/Q). By the Chebotarev Density Theorem, the set X has 
natural density ^  in the set of all primes. Once again, Q has natural density |  in
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the set of all prunes. Let
Ai =  {1 G ft : 4-rank Ar2(0 Q(v̂ 7)) =  0}
and
A2 =  {1 G ft : 4-rank ^(O qc^pZ)) =  1}.
By Theorem 2.50,
At =  {1 6  ft : I satisfies <  1,32 >  and < 2,p >} U {1 G ft : 1 does not satisfy
< 1,32 >, 1 satisfies <  1, 2p >}
A2 =  {/ G ft : 1 satisfies < 1,32 > and < 1 ,2p >} U {1 € ft : 1 does not satisfy
< 1,32 >, 1 satisfies <  2,p >}.
Thus by Remark 3.91, case (ii) parts (1) and (2), At has natural density j  +  |  =  
\  in ft.
From case (i) and case (ii) part (3), A2 has natural density £ +  j  =  \  in ft. 
Now let
A3 =  {/ € fi : 4-rank A2({9q(v'^pT)) =  0}
and
A4 =  {/ € fi : 4-rank K 2 { 0 ^ ^ p t )) =  1}.
By Theorem 2.51,
A3  =  {/ e  f2 : 1 =  1 mod 16, I satisfies <  1,32 >  and <  2,p > }  U {I G fi 
: I =  1 mod 16, I does not satisfy <  1,32 > , I satisfies <  1,2p > }  U {I 6  fl : 
1 =  9 mod 16,1 satisfies <  1,32 >  and <  1,2p > }  U {1 6  fi : 1 =  9 mod 16,1 does 
not satisfy <  1,32 > , 1 satisfies <  2,p > }
A4  =  {1 G Q : 1 =  1 mod 16, 1 satisfies <  1,32 >  and <  l ,2 p  > }  U {1 €  fi 
: 1 =  1 mod 16, 1 does not satisfy <  1,32 > , 1 satisfies <  2 ,p  > }  U {1 €  fi : 
1 =  9 mod 16,1 satisfies <  1,32 >  and <  2 ,p  > }  U {1 G : 1 =  9 mod 16, 1 does
6 8
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not satisfy <  1,32 > , I satisfies <  1, 2p >}.
By Remark 3.91 and Theorem 1.29, A3 and A4 each have natural density
8 +  8 +  8 +  8 =  2 in f i -
□
R em ark  3.93. We conclude with two questions:
(i) Is it possible to classify the 4-rank (or higher 2-power ranks) of the tame kernel 
in terms of positive definite binary quadratic forms for other quadratic number 
fields?
(ii) Do density results exist for higher 2-power ranks of tame kernels of quadratic 
number fields?
The methods used in [C-H] and [H-K] might serve as a basis for further inves­
tigation of these questions.
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Appendix 1: Possible Densities
The following pages contain tables which motivated possible density results of 
4-ranks of tame kernels. Let
fi =  {/ rational prime : / =  1 mod 8 and = 1}
and consider primes I € fi with I < N  for a fixed prime p =  7 mod 8 and positive 
integer N. For Tables 1, 2, and 3 we let E\ =  Q(\fpl) and £2 =  Q (\/2pi) and 
consider the sets:
fi1 =  {/ € fi : 4-rank K 2 { 0 E])  =  1}»
fi2 =  {I € fi : 4-rank K 2 ( 0 El) =  2},
fi3 =  {/ 6 f i : 4-rank K 2( 0 Ei) =  1},
fi4 =  {I € fi : 4-rank K 2{ 0 Ei) =  2}.
Also, we let Fi =  Q( V —p?) and F2 =  Q (\/—2pl) and consider the sets:
Ai =  {/ € fi : 4-rank K 2 ( 0 El) =  0},
A2 =  {/ 6 f i : 4-rank K 2 ( 0 El) =  1},
A3 =  {/ € fi : 4-rank K 2 (Qp2) =  0},
A4 =  {1 6  fi : 4-rank K 2 (Of7) =  1}.
For Tables 4, 5, and 6, we let
I\ =  {I £ fi : 4-rank tuple is (1,1,0,0)}
I2 =  {/ e  fi : 4-rank tuple is (1,1,1,1)} 
h  =  {I €  fi : 4-rank tuple is (2,1,1,0)}
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/ 4 =  [I e  fi : 4-rank tuple is (2,1,0,1)}
I5 = {I e  fi : 4-rank tuple is (1,2,1,0)}
/ 6 =  {I £ Q : 4-rank tuple is (1,2,0,1)}
/ 7 =  {! 6  H : 4-rank tuple is (2,2,0,0)}
/8 =  {/ G fi : 4-rank tuple is (2,2,1,1)}.
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Table 1 : p =  7
Cardinality N  =  6620 % N  =  25000 % N  =  1000000 %
m 95 327 9730
i n i i 53 55.79 168 51.38 4866 50.01
l « 2 | 42 44.21 159 48.62 4864 49.99
1 n* l 52 54.74 167 51.07 4866 50.01
1 «4 | 43 45.26 160 48.93 4864 49.99
| A t | 46 48.42 167 51.07 4878 50.13
1 a 2 i 49 51.58 160 48.93 4852 49.87
1 A3 | 53 55.79 172 52.60 4878 50.13
| A4 | 42 44.21 155 47.40 4852 49.87
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Table 2 : p =  23
Cardinality N  =  6620 % N  = 25000 % N  = 1000000 %
98 328 9742
| Q i | 52 53.06 171 52.13 4905 50.35
1^2 | 46 46.94 157 47.87 4837 49.65
103 I 60 61.22 167 50.91 4911 50.41
\ n * \ 38 38.78 161 49.09 4831 49.59
| A i | 54 55.10 164 50.00 4912 50.42
1 Aa | 44 44.90 164 50.00 4830 49.58
1 A3 | 50 51.02 168 51.22 4876 50.05
1 a 4 | 48 48.98 160 48.78 4866 49.95
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Table 3 : p =  31
Cardinality N  =  6620 % N  =  25000 % N  =  1000000 %
97 325 9754
i « i i 49 50.52 169 52.00 4916 50.40
I f c l 48 49.48 156 48.00 4838 49.60
l«3  I 52 53.61 170 52.31 4851 49.73
1 n 4 1 45 46.39 155 47.69 4903 50.27
| Ai ! 54 55.67 168 51.69 4930 50.54
! a 2 43 44.33 157 48.31 4824 49.46
1 A3 1 47 48.45 159 48.92 4943 50.68
IA4 I 50 51.55 166 51.08 4811 49.32
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Table 4 : p =  7
Cardinality N  =  6620 % N  =  25000 % N  = 1000000 %
i n i 95 327 9730
1 A 1 14 14.74 43 13.15 1215 12.49
141 15 15.79 43 13.15 1213 12.46
1 4  I 13 13.68 40 12.23 1228 12.62
1 A 1 10 10.53 41 12.53 1210 12.44
141 14 14.74 44 13.45 1210 12.44
141 10 10.53 38 11.62 1228 12.62
141 12 12.63 45 13.76 1225 12.59
141 7 7.36 33 10.09 1201 12.34
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Table 5 : p =  23
Cardinality N  = 6620 % N  =  25000 % N  =  1000000 %
m 98 328 9742
1 A 1 17 17.35 39 11.89 1246 12.79
U 2 I 15 15.31 51 15.55 1229 12.62
| / s | 13 13.27 40 12.20 1211 12.43
IA  1 15 15.31 37 11.28 1225 12.57
Ks 1 9 9.18 41 12.50 1204 12.36
1 / « 1 11 11.22 40 12.19 1226 12.58
K r 1 11 11.22 48 14.63 1215 12.47
| / a l i 7.14 32 9.76 1186 12.17
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Table 6 : p =  31
Cardinality N  =  6620 % N  = 25000 % N  = 1000000 %
i n i 97 325 9754
! A | 14 14.43 38 11.69 1246 12.77
\ h \ 12 12.37 49 15.08 1203 12.33
Us 1 11 11.34 38 11.69 1214 12.45
\ h \ 15 15.47 45 13.85 1188 12.18
\ h \ 10 10.31 40 12.31 1227 12.58
1 / « 1 13 13.40 42 12.92 1240 12.71
| / r l 12 12.37 43 13.23 1256 12.88
1 h \ 10 10.31 30 9.23 1180 12.10
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A ppendix 2: The Program
Given a prime p congruent to 7 modulo 8, class number for Q ( \/—2p), and upper 
bound N, the following program written in C++ generates the numerical values 
found in Tables 1-6 in Appendix 1:
#include <stdio.h>
#include <m ath.h> 
long root (long 1)
{




long k, limit; 
limit =  root(l);
for (k= 3; k < =  limit; fc+= 2) 
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if (prime(l)){
V =  0;
for(e =  l;e < 10000;e +  +){ 
if (y = =  1) 
break;
for(/ =  — 1; /  >  - 10000; / - - ) {  
y =  8 * e +  (g) * / ;  







for(i =  1; i < ((q +  l ) / 2); i +  +){ 
x  = (i * i)%(g);
m =  ((8 * x  * (e -  1)) +  (<7 * /))%(8 * (<?)); 
res[i — 1] =  m;
}
if (prime(l)){
for(iy =  0; it? < (((g) +  l ) / 2); w +  +){ 
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return 0;
}
int checkO(long I,int q )
{





int check 1 (long 1, int q)
{











if (1%8 = =  1 k k  checkla(l,q)){ 
for (i =  1; i<=  sqrt((double)((double)l)); i++){
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y  =  sqrt((l - pow((double)i,2))/32); 
if (y = =  ((long)y)){ 












2 =  0;
if (checkla(l,q)){ 
for (i =  1; i< =  sqrt((pow((double)l,(hk/4)))/2); i++){ 
y= sqrt((pow((double)l,(hk/4)) -  2*((double)i*(double)i))/(double)q); 
if (y = =  ((long)y) k k  !(((long)y)%l = =  0)){
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}






for (i =  1; i< =  sqrt(pow((double)l,(hk/4))); i++){ 
y= sqrt((pow((double)l,(hk/4)) - ((double)i*(double)i))/(2*(double)q)); 
if (y==  ((long)y) k&c !(((long)y)%l = =  0)){







int check5(long I,int q,int hk)
{
if (checkla(l,q) && ((check2(l,q) check3(l,q,hk)) ||
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int check6(long l,int q, int hk)
{
if (checkla(l,q) k k  ((check2(l,q) k k  check4(l,q,hk)) ||





int check7(long I, int q, int hk)
{





int check8(long I, int q, int hk)
{





int check9(long l,int q, int hk)
{
if ((check0(l,q) k k  check3(l,q,hk)) || (checkl(l,q) k k  check4(l,q,hk)))
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int checklO(long l,int q, int hk)
{







int primes, cn; 
long int i, k, bound;
int counter, countB, countCa, countCb, countFa, countFb, countGa; 
int countGb, countHa, countHb, countDa, countDb, countEa,countEb 
,countIa,countIb,countIc,countId,countIe,countIf,countlg,countlh; 
double y; 
y =  0; 
bound= 1; 
countB= 0;
printf( “Enter a prime p equal to 7 mod 8, class number for Q(sqrt(-2p)) 
, and an upper bound for computation: \n ”); 
scanf(“%d” , &primes);
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scanf(“%d” , &cn); 
scanf(“%ld”, Abound); 
for(fc =  3; k < =  bound; k+  =  2){ 
if (checkla(k,primes)){ 
countB++;




y  = 0;
printf(“\n ”);
for (k =  3; k< =  bound; k+ =  2){ 
if (check0(k, primes)){ 
countCa++;




y =  0;
printf(“\n ”);
for (k =  3; k< =  bound; k+ =  2){ 
if (checkl(k,primes)){ 
countCb++;
printf(u%d. %ld is in list C2. \n ” ,countCb, k);
}
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}
countDa= 0; 
y  = 0;
printf(“\n ”);
for(A: =  9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){ 
if (checkla(k,primes)) 
for (i =  1; i< =  sqrt((double)((double)k)); i++){ 
y=sqrt((k -  pow((double)i,2))/32); 
if (y = =  ((long)y)){
countDa++;







y =  0;
printf(“\n ” );
for(fc =  9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){ 
if (checkla(k,primes) && !(check2(k, primes))){ 
countDb++;
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countEa= 0; 
y =  0;
printf( “\n ”);
for(A: =  9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){ 
if (checkla(k,primes))
for (i =  1; i< =  sqrt(pow((double)k,(cn/4))) ; i++){ 
y=sqrt((pow((double)k,(cn/4)) -((double)i*(double)i))/(2*(double)primes)); 
if (y = =  ((long)y) k k  !(((long)y)%k = =  0)){ 
countEa++;







y =  0;
printf(“\n ” );
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){ 
if (checkla(k,primes)) { 
for (i =  1; i<=sqrt((pow((double)k,(cn/4)))/2 ) ; i++){ 
y=sqrt((pow((double)k,(cn/4)) -2*((double)i*(double)i))/(double)primes): 
if (y = =  ((long)y) k k  !(((long)y)%k = =  0)){ 
countEb++;
printf(u%d. (%ld)'2 is of the form 2(%ld)'2 +  %d(%ld)*2. \n ”,countEb
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y =  0;
printf(“\n ”);
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){
if (checkla(k,primes) k k  ((check2(k,primes) k k  check3(k,primes,cn)) || 
(!(check2(k,primes)) k k  check4(k,primes,cn)))){ 
countFa++;




y  =  0;
printf(“\n ”);
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){
if (checkla(k,primes) k k  ((check2(k,primes) k k  check4(k,primes,cn)) || 
(!(check2(k,primes)) k k  check3(k,primes,cn)))){ 
countFb++;
printf(“%d. %ld is in list F2. \n ” ,countFb, k);
}
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}
countGa= 0; 
y =  0;
printf(“\n ”);
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){
if ((check0(k, primes) k k  check5(k, primes,cn)) || (checkl(k,primes) k k  
check6(k. primes,cn))){ 
countGa++;




y  =  0;
printf(“\n ” );
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){
if ((check0(k, primes) && check6(k, primes,cn)) || (checkl(k, primes) k k  
checks(k, primes,cn))){ 
countGb++;




V =  0;
printf(“\n ”);
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for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+  =  8){
if ((checkO(k, primes) && check3(k,primes,cn)) || (checkl(k, primes) && 
check4(k,primes,cn))) { 
countHa++;




y = 0 ;
printf(“\n ”);
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){
if ((check0(k, primes) && check4(k,primes,cn)) || (checkl(k, primes) && 
check3(k,primes,cn))) { 
countHb++;




y  = 0;
printf(“\n ”);
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){
if (check3(k,primes,cn) && check9(k, primes,cn) k&c check5(k, primes,cn) 
&& check7(k, primes,cn)){ 
countIa++;
printf(u%d. %ld is in list II. \n ” ,coimtIa, k);
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V =  0;
printf(“\n ” );
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){
if (check3(k,primes,cn) k k  check9(k, primes,cn) k k  check6(k, primes,cn) 
k k  check8(k, primes,cn)){ 
countIb++;




y =  0;
printf(“\n ” );
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){
if (check4(k,primes,cn) k k  check9(k, primes,cn) k k  check6(k, primes.cn) 
k k  check7(k, primes,cn)){ 
countIc++;




V =  0;
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printf(“\n ” );
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8) {
if (check4(k,primes,cn) k k  check9(k, primes,cn) k k  check5(k, primes.cn) 
k k  check8(k, primes,cn)){ 
countId++:





for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k-f =  8){
if (check3(k,primes,cn) k k  checkl0(k, primes,cn) k k  check6(k, primes.cn) 
k k  check7(k, primes,cn)){ 
countIe++;




y =  0;
printf(“\n ”);
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k+ =  8){
if (check3(k,primes,cn) k k  checkl0(k, primes,cn) k k  check5(k, primes.cn) 
k k  check8(k, primes,cn)){ 
countIf++;
printf(“%d. %ld is in list 16. \n ” .countlf, k);
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y =  0;
printf(“\n ”);
for(k= 9; k < =  bound; k-f =  8){
if (check4(k, primes.cn) k k  checkl0(k, primes.cn) k k  check5(k. primes.cn) 
k k  check7(k, primes,cn)){ 
countIg++;




y =  0;
printf(u\n !’);
for(k= 9; k < =  bound: k-F =  8){
if (check4(k,primes,cn) k k  checkl0(k, primes.cn) k  check6(k. primes.cn) 
check8(k. primes.cn)){ 
countIh++;
printf(“%d. % Id is in list 18. \n ” .countlh. k);
}
}
printf(“\nSUMMARY:\n B-%d \n  Cl-%d \n  C2-%d \n  Dl-%d \n  D2-7cd \n  
El-%d \n  E2-%d \n  Fl-%d \n  F2-%d \n  Gl-%d \n  G2-%d \n  Hl-%d \n  
H2-%d \n  Il-%d \n  12-%d \n  13-%d \n  14-%d \n  15-%d
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\n  16-%d \n  17-%d \n  18-%d\n”, countB,countCa,countCb,countDa.countDb 
,countEa,countEb,countFa,countFb,countGa,countGb,countHa.countHb. 
countla,co untIb,countIc.countId,countIe,countIf,countlg,countlh); 
printf( “End. \n ”);
}
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